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Abstract 

The scalability of CMOS technology has driven computation into a diverse range of 

applications across the power consumption, performance and size spectra. Communication is a 

necessary adjunct to computation, and whether this is to push data from node-to-node in a high-

performance computing cluster or from the receiver of wireless link to a neural stimulator in a 

biomedical implant, interconnect can take up a significant portion of the overall system power 

budget. Although a single interconnect methodology cannot address such a broad range of 

systems efficiently, there are a number of key design concepts that enable good interconnect 

design in the age of highly-scaled CMOS: an emphasis on highly-digital approaches to solving 

‘analog’ problems, hardware sharing between links as well as between different functions (such as 

equalization and synchronization) in the same link, and adaptive hardware that changes its 

operating parameters to mitigate not only variation in the fabrication of the link, but also link 

conditions that change over time. These concepts are demonstrated through the use of two design 

examples, at the extremes of the power and performance spectra. 

A novel all-digital clock and data recovery technique for high-performance, high density 

interconnect has been developed. Two independently adjustable clock phases are generated from a 

delay line calibrated to 2 UI. One clock phase is placed in the middle of the eye to recover the 

data, while the other is swept across the delay line. The samples produced by the two clocks are 

compared to generate eye information, which is used to determine the best phase for data 

recovery. The functions of the two clocks are swapped after the data phase is updated; this ping-

pong action allows an infinite delay range without the use of a PLL or DLL. The scheme's 

generalized sampling and retiming architecture is used in a sharing technique that saves power 

and area in high-density interconnect. The eye information generated is also useful for tuning an 

adaptive equalizer, circumventing the need for dedicated adaptation hardware. 

On the other side of the performance/power spectra, a capacitive proximity interconnect has 

been developed to support 3D integration of biomedical implants. In order to integrate more 

functionality while staying within size limits, implant electronics can be embedded onto a foldable 

parylene (‘origami’) substrate. Many of the ICs in an origami implant will be placed face-to-face 
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with each other, so wireless proximity interconnect can be used to increase communication 

density while decreasing implant size, as well as facilitate a modular approach to implant design, 

where pre-fabricated parylene-and-IC modules are assembled together on-demand to make custom 

implants. Such an interconnect needs to be able to sense and adapt to changes in alignment. The 

proposed array uses a TDC-like structure to realize both communication and alignment sensing 

within the same set of plates, increasing communication density and eliminating the need to infer 

link quality from a separate alignment block. In order to distinguish the communication plates 

from the nearby ground plane, a stimulus is applied to the transmitter plate, which is rectified at 

the receiver to bias a delay generation block. This delay is in turn converted into a digital word 

using a TDC, providing alignment information. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 1 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

In observing that the economically-efficient number of components per integrated circuit (IC) had 

increased 2x every year between 1962 and 1965 and predicting that this trend could be sustained, 

Moore’s seminal 1965 paper [1] provided an impetus and objective for what is, perhaps, the 

greatest economic engine in history. Certainly it has sparked a revolution in computation and 

communication whose full effects are only beginning to be understood. 

Integration of more and smaller transistors has allowed increasing complexity in the design of 

processing and communication units, while driving (at least initially) a rise in clock speeds and 

power efficiency. Even a slowdown in voltage scaling and the advent of power consumption as a 

major limiter in clock speed scaling have not prevented continued advances in computational 

power; increases in transistor density have enabled designers to work around these limits by 

adopting new approaches such as multi-core and heterogeneous computing. A good example of 

this is the incorporation of vector processors, such as graphical processing units (GPUs), into a 

general-purpose computational architecture. 

The economics of CMOS scaling have also pushed ICs into new and unusual spaces. For 

example, the availability of very cheap, highly-integrated microcontrollers has spurred a 

renaissance in hobbyist electronics and led to innovation in  ubiquitous computing – the idea that 

electronics can be made cheap and small enough to afford a measure of ‘intelligence’ and 

interactivity to even the most mundane of objects. In practice, this has enabled a range of 

projects from wearable electronics [2] to sophisticated, home-built 3D printers [3]. The versatility 

of CMOS has also made it an attractive platform for implementing sensing, stimulus, processing 

and communication systems in biomedical implants. The high level of integration possible makes 

it particularly attractive in this space, where power consumption and package size are of primary 

importance. 



2 Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Interconnect in digital systems 

The power of scaling, then, has created a strong economic incentive to apply CMOS technology in 

a diverse range of applications across the power consumption, performance and size spectra. Of 

course, where there is computation, a need exists to communicate with and between the elements 

realizing that computation. Whether this is to facilitate pushing data from node-to-node in a 

high-performance computing (HPC) cluster, between CPU and memory in a desktop, or from the 

receiver of wireless link to a neural stimulator in a biomedical implant, interconnect can take up a 

significant portion of the overall system power budget (e.g. ~11% for off-chip interconnect in the 

Intel Nehalem-EX microprocessor [4]). As a result, considerable design effort is expended to 

ensure that interconnect blocks operate as efficiently as possible, while still meeting performance 

and robustness targets. 

System 
I/O Bandwidth 

(Gb/s) 

System Power 

(W) 

Link 

distance 

Form-factor 

(volume, L) 

Server/workstation >2000 >300 >10 cm >60 

Desktop 200-300 60-100 5-30 cm 20-40 

Laptop 190-270 20-35 5-20 cm 1-4 

Tablet 100 10 5-10 cm 0.25-0.5 

Smartphone 40 <1 1-10 cm 0.07-0.12 

Biomedical implant <0.1 <0.1 <1 cm <0.01 

Table 1.1: Approximate chip-to-chip I/O bandwidths, total system power, link distance and form-
factor for different system types. 

Table 1.1 gives a sense of the scale of the design problem at the time of writing; depending on 

the target application, chip-to-chip I/O bandwidths range over 4 orders of magnitude, and system 

power consumption and form-factor over 3 orders of magnitude or more. Since a single 

interconnect methodology cannot address such a broad range of requirements efficiently, chip-to-

chip communication systems are typically customized to specific applications. Nevertheless, there 

are a number of design concepts that typify efficient interconnect design, no matter what the 

application; these concepts are elucidated in this dissertation. 
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1.2 High-bandwidth/high-power systems 

High-performance multi-processor/multi-socket systems, typically used in the server and HPC 

space, require many high-speed communication links (Figure 1.1). Whether these are between 

processors, to system memory or to high-performance add-in modules (such as GPUs), the 

fundamental challenge is the same: realizing multi-Gb/s links within strict power budgets, in the 

presence of strong attenuation and crosstalk in the channel. 

 

Figure 1.1: Chip-to-chip interconnect in a typical 2-socket server. Dashed lines outline individual 
CPU chips. Each link shown operates at >1 Gb/s. 

Historical trends are not promising – a survey conducted in 2009 showed that, while link 

power efficiency has improved at a rate of about 20% per year, the demand for bandwidth has 

outstripped this improvement, increasing between 2 to 3x annually [5]. The same survey 

suggested that, in order to meet the requirement for multi-Tb/s operation, link energy efficiencies 

would have to improve an order of magnitude, from 10 pJ/b to 1 pJ/b. To achieve such a target 

fast enough to meet demand, business-as-usual improvements, which typically rely on the effects 

of CMOS scaling, are inadequate. Indeed, because chip-to-chip communication is fundamentally a 

mixed-signal problem (converting a noisy analog waveform into a reliable digital bit-stream) 

traditional approaches to solving it have relied heavily on analog techniques. As CMOS 

technology scaling is driven largely by the demand for more and faster digital switches, it is 

precisely the analog blocks that suffer most from the transition to finer-geometry processes. 

Therefore, it is necessary to fundamentally re-think traditional approaches to the problems of link 
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design, with an emphasis on more digital-like solutions. Concurrently, it is important to pursue 

higher-level optimizations such as sharing hardware, not only between links, but also between 

functions such as synchronization and equalization. 

1.3 Low-bandwidth/low-power systems 

If there is an incentive to pursue unconventional approaches to link design in order to address the 

challenges faced in high-performance systems, this is even more acutely felt as ICs start to 

address non-traditional, power- and form-factor-sensitive arenas such as ubiquitous computing 

and biomedical devices.  

Although they address very different problems, the intent of both biomedical and ubiquitous 

computing devices is frequently the same: sense the environment, perform some simple 

computation to understand the resulting data and respond appropriately. A typical system, then, 

will include one or more sensors, a processor of some sort (frequently optimized for low power, 

small size and low cost), a set of actuators and a wireless interface. A battery might also be 

necessary if power is not delivered wirelessly or scavenged from the environment. 

Many of these applications are specialized and low-volume. Producing unique systems-on-chip 

(SoCs) for each of them is prohibitively expensive, and existing printed circuit board (PCB) 

fabrication techniques simply cannot achieve the compactness required. Proximity communication 

[6] provides a means to overcome these limitations – inductive coils (e.g. [7], [8]) or capacitive 

plates (e.g. [9], [10]) can be fabricated in the top-level metal of a standard CMOS process, with 

no extra fabrication steps. When these coils or plates are placed in close proximity with each 

other, inductive or capacitive coupling forms an electrical link that can transfer data and/or 

power. Since it uses the existing metal stack, proximity communication involves minimal extra 

cost and enables manufacturing techniques such as Brick-and-Mortar [11], which envisions the 

mass production of a library of IC sub-blocks (‘bricks’) that can be placed on a standardised 

communications substrate (‘mortar’). By customizing the mix of bricks used, specialized systems 

can be built up for particular applications in cost-effective fashion, while still retaining a large 

part of the compactness, power efficiency and performance advantages of traditional SoC design.  
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To make this discussion more concrete, consider a retinal prosthesis for treating diseases such 

as retinitis pigmentosa (RP, a degenerative eye disease that gradually reduces a person’s field of 

vision. Eventually, they can become effectively blind) and age-related macular degeneration 

(AMD, where the macula, or central portion of the retina, is damaged, resulting in loss of visual 

fidelity. Again, this can result in clinical blindness) [12]. 

 

Figure 1.2: Effect of degenerative retinal diseases.1 

Very few options exist for treating late-stage RP or AMD. In both diseases, although the 

photoreceptors in the retina have ceased to function properly, the nerves in the retina are still 

healthy. Therefore, retinal prostheses can be used to electrically stimulate the still-functioning 

nerves with visual data, restoring partial vision. Although early devices have been successfully 

implanted, they have suffered limitations in the amount of stimulation current able to be 

delivered [13] or the number of electrodes (just 16 in [14]). Since visual fidelity is closely related 

to the number of electrodes that successfully stimulate the retinal neurons, scaling these systems 

to thousands of electrodes is an important (and challenging) task. However, high voltages (~5-10 

V) are necessary to drive the desired stimulus currents, preventing the use of finer-geometry 

CMOS technologies, which have insufficiently large breakdown voltages. As a result, die size (e.g. 

8x8 mm2 for a proposed 1024-electrode array [15]) prevents a straightforward increase in the 

number of electrodes, since the prosthesis is intended for implantation in the eye and the incision 

size is limited.  

In order to work around this size limit, large multi-electrode systems can be split into 

multiple chips and placed on a flexible, bio-compatible substrate, such as Parylene-C [16], which 

                                            
1 From National Institutes of Health, National Eye Institute. Available: 
http://www.nei.nih.gov/photo/sims/index.asp. [Accessed: 19 Jun 2012] 
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can be folded compactly for implantation. By engineering the folding (‘origami’) of the parylene, 

it can be made to assume useful shapes once deployed (e.g. an inductive coil for power/data 

delivery [17]). A longer-term objective would be to build up a library of standard and useful ICs 

(e.g. neural stimulator driver, wireless data/power management, low-power processor) which are 

compatible with parylene integration, so application-specific implants can be put together from 

pre-fabricated, mass-produced modules in a manner similar to that proposed by the Brick-and-

Mortar scheme mentioned above.  

Indeed, the analogy to Brick-and-Mortar is an apt one, since similar chip-to-chip 

communication techniques are appealing when building a modular origami parylene system. Many 

ICs in an origami implant will be placed face-to-face with each other when it is deployed, 

facilitating the use of proximity communication. The ability to communicate wirelessly helps to 

reduce wired communication density, making it easier to develop more compact implants. 

Additionally, wireless module-to-module communication eases the assembly of custom implants 

from origami-based library blocks. As a result, proximity communication (whether via capacitive 

or inductive coupling) is a promising avenue of research for chip-to-chip interconnect in low-

power systems such as this. 

1.4 Organization 

This dissertation is composed of two major parts, corresponding to the two extremes of digital 

system interconnect described in the introduction. The first addresses high-speed electrical 

interconnect: Chapter 2 provides an overview of the terminology and design techniques used in 

this domain, including techniques for synchronization and clock recovery as well as equalization. 

Chapter 3 builds on this background and presents a novel all-digital ‘ping-pong’ clock and data 

recovery system, which is extended for use in an adaptive equalizer. The second half of this 

dissertation addresses electrical interconnect in the context of low-power, space-constrained 

systems by using the example of proximity interconnect for origami implants. Chapter 4 describes 

the development of capacitively and inductively-coupled wireless communication from the very 

earliest days when it competed with radio (‘Hertzian wave’) communication to present-day 
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approaches for chip-to-chip and chip-to-package high-speed interconnect. Design considerations 

for proximity communication in low-power systems is discussed, and Chapter 5 details an 

implementation of just such a system for use in origami implants. Throughout, it is sought to 

demonstrate the importance of a more-digital, adaptive, shared and multi-functional hardware 

approach to efficient design across the extremes of chip-to-chip communication systems. 
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Chapter 2: High-Speed Electrical 

Interconnect 

ChannelTx Rx][nx ][ˆ nx

Tx Clock Rx Clock

Termination Termination

 

Figure 2.1: Fundamental clocked link. The transmitter (Tx) sends data (�[�]) through channel, 
which the receiver (Rx) converts into an estimate (��[�]). 

Figure 2.1 shows the components and configuration of the most basic clocked electrical link: a 

transmitter, receiver and channel, with clocks and termination resistors at each end to time the 

data and reduce the effect of reflections due to impedance discontinuities. Since the signal sent 

down the channel exists in the continuous time, analog domain, the purpose of the receiver is to 

determine the optimum decision point, in time and amplitude, to estimate the original bit-stream 

and minimize errors. In an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the bit error rate 

(BER) is classically characterized by the voltage margin, ��, at the sampling point [18]: 

 ��� = exp #$%�� �&' ()2 *   

where �& is the root-mean square (RMS) voltage noise; since Gaussian noise is assumed, this is 

equivalent to the noise standard deviation. Besides voltage noise, the second major contributor to 

BER is timing uncertainty at the receiver. Like voltage noise, this uncertainty is a random 

process, and it is characterised by the jitter of the receiver clock as well as that of the transmitted 

signal. Both sources of jitter shift the sampling point away from its optimum, and have the effect 
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of reducing the voltage margin and degrading the BER. This effect is of particular concern as 

data rates increase, since jitter can become a substantial portion of a data period (also known as 

a unit interval, UI). As a result, timing margin can become a larger concern than voltage margin 

in high-speed links [19]. A helpful and common tool for visualizing the effects of noise and jitter 

on a link is the eye diagram, which is generated by superimposing many UIs of the data signal on 

top (Figure 2.2).  

 

Figure 2.2: Eye diagram, showing sources of noise and timing and voltage margins. 

The simple link structure described in Figure 2.1 forms the foundation for virtually all chip-

to-chip communication in modern computing systems; indeed, for lower data rates, it can be used 

essentially unmodified. At higher (>1 Gb/s) data rates, however, a number of issues make this 

simple structure untenable, and designers have adopted a set of enhancements to deal with them. 

2.1 Clocking 

One of the challenges that arise at higher data rates is timing and synchronization. As the UI 

size, or bit time, decreases, the receiver has smaller and smaller timing margin and clocking 

naturally becomes more difficult. In order to provide a framework for discussion on this subject, it 

is helpful to outline several common clocking styles: 
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- Synchronous: from the Greek root meaning ‘same’. In a synchronous link, the 

transmitter and receiver clocks are assumed to have the same frequency and phase. This 

is generally only a tenable assumption at low data rates. 

- Mesochronous: from the Greek root meaning ‘between’. In a mesochronous link, the 

transmitter and receiver clocks are assumed to have the same frequency, but may be out-

of-phase. A popular sub-set of this category is the source-synchronous link, where the 

clock is generated at the transmitter and forwarded along with the data. 

- Plesiochronous: from the Greek root meaning ‘near’ or ‘similar’. In a plesiochronous 

link, the transmitter and receiver clocks may have slight differences in frequency. The 

receiver is required to align its clock by extracting timing information from the incoming 

data stream. 

- Asynchronous: an asynchronous link is not really clocked at all. Rather, it uses either 

control symbols inserted in the data stream itself or handshaking signals to convey timing 

information. 

As the mesochronous/source-synchronous and plesiochronous styles are most frequently 

adopted for high-speed interconnect design, they shall be the focus of the discussion here. 

 

Figure 2.3: Source-synchronous link with shared timing recovery. 
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Since they require relatively straightforward timing recovery at the receiver (when compared 

to plesiochronous links), source-synchronous links are frequently used in computer systems, 

particularly where the link is composed of many data pins and the relative cost of adding a clock 

pin is small. Examples of source-synchronous links include memory interfaces such as DDR3 [20], 

and chip-to-chip interfaces such as HyperTransport [21] and QuickPath [22]. A typical block 

diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. With the clock forwarded along with the data, it will (ideally) 

experience similar amounts of skew and jitter, simplifying the task of synchronization at the 

receiver [23]; frequently, a single timing recovery block can be used across a bundle of many data 

pins that have the same origin. This assumption becomes untenable at higher data rates, 

however, where fabrication tolerances (e.g. of trace length) result in phase variation between data 

pins that is significant relative to a UI. 

Timing 

Recovery
Tx 

clock
Rx 

clock

data data

 

Figure 2.4: Plesiochronous link. 

Where links are not as highly parallel and/or the distance to be spanned is longer, 

interconnect designers switch to plesiochronous schemes. This style of link does not require a 

forwarded clock, but complicates synchronization at the receiver by requiring it to extract timing 

information from the incoming data stream, and synchronize a local clock to it (Figure 2.4). The 

lower routing overhead makes plesiochronous links popular for communication between add-in 

cards and over server backplanes (e.g. PCI-Express [24]), which generally have to travel cover 

longer distances than the source-synchronous links described previously. 

2.1.1 Sub-rate clocking 

In a classical ‘full-rate’ link, the period of the clock is the same as the length of a UI and, for 

example, a 5 Gb/s link will operate with a 5 GHz clock. At multi-Gb/s data rates, however, the 

high-frequency clocks required for this approach consume large amounts of power and complicate 
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the process of timing recovery. As a result, designers use sub-rate clocking schemes. These are 

essentially multiplexing/demultiplexing schemes, where the clock operates at some integer 

fraction of the data rate and the data is transmitted and/or received using multiple phases of a 

clock period (Figure 2.5). Although it is, in principle, possible to generate as many phases of the 

clock as desired and lower the clock rate arbitrarily, practical concerns typically limit link 

implementations to half- and quarter-rates; in a half-rate link, the positive (0°) and negative 

(180°) edges of the clock can be used directly, and it is fairly straightforward to generate in-phase 

(0°) and quadrature (90°) clocks and their negations (180° and 270°) for quarter-rate systems. 

Half-rate systems are particularly popular (commercial examples include the DDR SDRAM, 

HyperTransport and QuickPath interfaces mentioned earlier), since clock generation is typically 

done differentially and the negated clock is essentially free. Another benefit of half-rate systems is 

that they match the bandwidth requirements of clock and data, which is particularly useful in 

source-synchronous links where clock and data are transmitted over similar channels. 
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Figure 2.5: Quarter-rate link. 

2.2 Clock and data recovery 

As seen in the previous section, timing recovery is an important part of a high-speed link. In a 

mesochronous or source-synchronous link, the frequency of the incoming clock and data are 
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assumed to be the same, and the task of the timing or clock and data recovery (CDR) is to 

estimate and align their phases. This task gets considerably more challenging in a plesiochronous 

link, where the CDR must also compensate for frequency differences between clock and data. 

Classical CDR techniques2 can be split into two broad classifications: 2x oversampled and 

baud rate. A generalized 2x oversampled CDR is shown in Figure 2.6. The first phase of the clock 

is sent to the data slicer, and is placed near the middle of the eye. On its own, the data slicer 

provides no useable information about phase. Therefore, a second clock is used to slice the 

incoming signal at some phase offset from the data clock. The phase detector makes a comparison 

between the outputs of both slicers to determine the phase of the incoming data, and this 

information can in turn be filtered to generate a control signal for the clock generator that 

produces the two clock phases. This technique is appealing because the phase detector used takes 

inputs that have already be sliced into digital values, and is therefore relatively straightforward 

to implement in highly-scaled process technologies. Additionally, its operation is largely pattern-

independent; system bandwidth is determined only by transition density, rather than the presence 

of particular bit patterns. The primary disadvantage is the requirement for the generation and 

distribution of two clock phases, which can increase the power consumption of such a CDR. 

 

Figure 2.6: Generalized 2x oversampled CDR. 

                                            
2 For simplicity, the discussion in this section assumes full-rate clocking 
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A baud rate CDR (as the name suggests) uses sampler(s)3 operating on only a single phase of 

the clock, operating at the symbol, or baud, rate (Figure 2.7). Phase information is extracted by 

comparing characteristics (such as the voltage) of the present sampler output with those obtained 

previously. Requiring only a single clock phase gives the baud-rate approach a clear advantage 

over 2x oversampled CDRs; however, the analog processing required makes integration of such 

CDRs difficult4. Techniques to overcome this limitation are described below. 

 

Figure 2.7: Generalized baud rate CDR 

2.2.1 Phase detectors for 2x oversampled CDR 

One classic example of a phase detector for use in a 2x oversampled CDR is the Hogge, or linear, 

phase detector, first described in 1985 [25]. The Hogge phase detector (Figure 2.8) operates by 

detecting transitions in the incoming data and generating pulses whose width is proportional to 

the phase difference between clock and data. Since the average of this output (Y in Figure 2.8) is 

dependent on the data transition density, a reference half-clock pulse (Z) is generated at every 

data transition and subtracted from this phase difference. The result can be integrated and used 

                                            
3 A note about terminology: a ‘sampler’ converts a continuous-time input into a discrete-time 

output, but does not make any decision about what bit this output represents (hence it is still 
analog, or continuous-value). Conversely, a ‘slicer’ combines the functions of sampler and decision 
element, and converts a continuous-time input into a digital value that is both discrete-time and 
discrete-value. Therefore, a 2x oversampled CDR uses slicers, since it operates on digitized values, 
while a classical baud rate CDR uses samplers, since it requires analog values. 

4 An exception to this is links which use ADC-based receivers. Though a full discussion of this 
type of receiver is outside the scope of this document, it is worth noting that, since the ADC 
provides (quantized) voltage information and operates at the baud rate, baud rate CDR is a 
natural fit. 
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to control a clock generator, which will lock half a UI away from the edge of the eye, as long as 

the clock duty cycle is 50%. Note that this sampling point is optimal so long as the eye is 

symmetric, which is not always the case.  

The Hogge phase detector has a number of drawbacks that limit its utility in high-speed 

digital systems. For instance, its output pulse width is proportional to the residual phase error, so 

good resolution requires narrow pulses. Since these pulses must naturally be a small fraction of a 

UI, producing them requires fast, power-hungry XOR gates. This resolution limit is compounded 

by the static phase offset due to the non-zero (and likely mismatched) clock-to-Q delays of the 

flip-flops. Hogge’s discrete implementation corrected for this offset by introducing adjustable 

delay lines, but process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations make this approach 

unsuitable for integrated designs. Finally, the linear output of the Hogge phase detector requires 

analog processing to control the clock generator, and such processing incurs excessive power and 

area penalties in deep sub-micron digital systems. As a result, most recent CDR implementations 

(e.g. [26], [27]), are based on an older phase detector first proposed by Alexander in 1975 [28], 

which avoids these limitations and generates non-linear output that can be sent directly to a 

charge pump or digital loop filter. 

 

Figure 2.8: Hogge phase detector and timing diagram, showing integrated output gradually rising 
in response to phase difference between data and clock. 
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Figure 2.9: Alexander phase detector, showing sample locations when clock leads or lags. 

X Y Z up dn 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 

0 1 0 X X 

0 1 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 X X 

1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 0 0 

Table 2.1: Truth table for Alexander phase detector. ‘X’ states indicate don’t cares, since X≠Y 
cannot normally co-exist with X=Z. 

The Alexander phase detector (Figure 2.9) operates by comparing samples taken on both 

edges of the clock. The basic principle of operation is to look for transitions in the incoming data 

(X≠Z), then to check if X=Y, which indicates if the clock is leading or lagging the data. Based on 

this information, it generates ‘Up’ or ‘Down’ pulses to move the phase of the clock, an action 

known as ‘bang-bang’. Table 2.1 shows the truth table for this operation. The two don’t care 

states allow a degree of logic simplification; alternatively, they can be used to detect failure states 

[29]. Due to its non-linear nature (its output only has three states), a CDR based on an 

Alexander phase detector will eventually settle in a limit cycle about the lock point, creating 
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higher output jitter than a comparable Hogge-based system. The size of the limit cycle is related 

to the gain and delay through the CDR feedback loop; larger gain and longer delays produce 

larger limit cycles and more jitter. Note that, as in the Hogge phase detector, the Alexander 

phase detector is sensitive to clock duty cycle and makes the assumption that the eye is 

symmetric, placing the clock half a UI away from the eye edge. 

2.2.2 Phase detectors for baud rate CDR 

 

Figure 2.10: Example impulse response (adapted from [30]), showing the sample points of 
converged Mueller-Müller CDR, comparing Type A (red) and Type B (green). Sample points are 

UI spaced. 

The prototypical baud rate CDR was proposed by Mueller and Müller in 1976 [30]. It uses 

samples of the incoming data to estimate the impulse response of the channel, adjusting the data 

clock such that the impulse response of the preceding and succeeding sample points (Figure 2.10) 

have certain behaviour. The original paper proposed two variations, Type A, which forces ℎ,- =ℎ-, and Type B, which forces ℎ- = 0. Comparing the two types in the presence of phase 

distortion, the authors noted that the Type A system worked best when the impulse response was 

close to symmetric, while the Type B system was more tolerant of asymmetries in the impulse 

response. However, the Type B estimation function is much more complex and does not lend 

itself well to implementation. As a result, the focus of current design has been on variations of 

Type A, implementing the function: 
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 ℎ- $ ℎ,- = ���.�.,- $ �.,-�.�   

and adjusting the clock phase such that it is minimized. A typical architecture is shown in Figure 

2.11, where �. is the voltage value of the kth
 sample, and �. is the digitized value of the kth 

sample (+1 or -1 for binary data). The output of the phase detector is sent to the loop filter of a 

clock generation loop, which performs the low-pass filtering necessary to determine the expected 

value. 
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Figure 2.11: Architecture of Mueller-Müller Type A CDR. 

Due to the requirement to delay and process the analog �. values, implementations of the 

unmodified Type A system are impractical in highly-scaled CMOS. Realizations of this form of 

CDR instead rely on a sign-sign reduction of it [31], [32]. Extra slicers with positive and negative 

threshold offsets from the nominal decision point are used to produce error signals (/.; /. = 01 

when the input exceeds the boundaries defined by the thresholds, and /. = $1 when it is within 

the thresholds) that approximate the �. values, so (2.2) becomes: 

 ℎ- $ ℎ,- = ��/.�.,- $ /.,-�.�   

Note that the extra samplers do not constitute a substantial hardware overhead, since their 

output can also be used to drive a SS-LMS adaptive equalizer (see Section 3.5, also [33]). 
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2.2.3 Clock generation 

 

Figure 2.12: Open-loop delay line with 4 delay elements. 

To complete the CDR feedback loop, the output of the phase detector has to be used to control 

some form of clock generator. Depending on the clocking scheme used, the generator can range 

from the very simple (open-loop delay line for source-synchronous/mesochronous links) to the 

complex (phase-locked or delay-locked loop for plesiochronous links with large frequency offsets). 

The most basic clock generator for timing recovery is an open-loop delay line with variable-

phase output (Figure 2.12). It is simply a series of delay elements that takes a reference clock as 

its input, with a multiplexer to select the appropriate delay element’s output to feed to the 

samplers. The multiplexer can be controlled by the up/dn signals from a bang-bang phase 

detector. Note that this is not really a clock generator at all, but is more accurately described as 

a programmable phase shifter. Due to its open-loop nature, it places no guarantee on the exact 

amount of delay that it realizes; as a consequence, it can only correct for phase offsets as large as 

the length of the delay line. Any frequency offset between clock and data (as in a plesiochronous 

link) will eventually cause the delay line to run out of range and the CDR to break. Even in 

mesochronous links this approach faces some challenges. For example, it needs to be at least as 

long as the largest expected jitter transient, and the longer the delay line is, the more noise it 

accumulates and power it consumes. The resolution of the delay line is also limited to the fastest 

realizable delay element; optimistically, this is an inverter with fan-out of 1 (note that the load 

imposed by the output multiplexer and wiring ensures that this is, in fact, unachievable). Since 

the size of a bang-bang CDR’s limit cycle is at least as large as its clock generator’s smallest step 

size, this results in unacceptable output jitter. 
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Figure 2.13: Phase interpolator, with weighted buffers (� < 1). Output timing shown in ideal 
linear case. 

The resolution of a delay line can be enhanced through the use of a phase interpolator (Figure 

2.13), which takes two adjacent delay line outputs and produces a weighted average of their 

phases. In principle, there is no limit to the resolution that can be achieved using such a 

technique, but practical considerations (matching, jitter, power, and area) impose an effective 

upper bound on the resolution [34]. 

 

Figure 2.14: (a) PLL block diagram, (b) phase-domain model and (c) typical loop filter. 
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Increasing the resolution of the open-loop delay line through the use of a phase interpolator 

does not, of course, prevent it from running out of delay range. The solution to this problem 

instead requires a closed-loop approach, using a phase-locked loop (PLL) or delay-locked loop 

(DLL). 

As its name suggests, the PLL works by synchronizing the phase of its internal oscillator to 

an external reference. In order to accomplish this, the PLL uses a phase detector to drive a loop 

filter, which generates a control signal for a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) or digitally-

controlled oscillator (DCO) (Figure 2.14(a)). If the PLL is used purely for clock generation (e.g. 

to lock its oscillator to a clean reference clock), it can use a standard phase detector that expects 

regular transitions in the reference signal. If the PLL is used for CDR, the phase detector must be 

replaced by one sensitive to random data, such as the Hogge or Alexander types described in sub-

section 2.2.1. 

The dynamics of the PLL can be analysed in the phase domain (Figure 2.14(b)). Note that 

the VCO or DCO generates a particular frequency based on its control input; since frequency is 

the derivative of phase, from the phase perspective the VCO/DCO looks like an integrator with 

some gain (1234). In order to provide some means of controlling the PLL dynamics, the loop-filter 

is frequently a first-order low-pass filter (LPF) with one zero: 

 56789�: = 1 0 � ;<'1 0 � ;='    

where: 

 ;< = 1�)�   

 ;= = 19�- 0 �): ∙ �   

for the LPF in Figure 2.14(c). 

 As a result, the overall system looks like a classic second-order harmonic oscillator: 

 59�: = Φ@AB9�:ΦCD9�: = 17E1234;=F1 0 � ;<' G�) 0 ;= %1 0 17E1234 ;<' ( � 0 17E1234;=   

Equating the denominator of 59�: with the canonical form yields: 

 �) 0 2H;D� 0 ;D) = �) 0 ;= %1 0 17E1234 ;<' ( � 0 17E1234;7   
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⇒ ;D = J17E1234;7 and	H = -) %LMLN 0 LNLO( 
Since the PLL is a second-order system, stability is an important concern, which complicates the 

design process considerably. Additionally, the phase-to-frequency conversion in the VCO/DCO 

results in phase error accumulation during noise or input transients [35]. Nevertheless, their phase 

noise filtering characteristics, inherent clock generation (without needing an external clock source) 

and straightforward adaptation as frequency multipliers means that PLLs continue to be a 

popular choice for CDRs. 
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Figure 2.15: (a) DLL block diagram and (b) phase domain model. 

The DLL avoids the stability and error accumulation concerns of the PLL by using a voltage- 

or digitally-controlled delay line (VCDL or DCDL) instead of the oscillator (Figure 2.15). Since 

the VCDL/DCDL converts its control signal directly into a phase shift, it is purely linear from a 

phase perspective. As a result, the overall loop dynamics are first-order and unconditionally 

stable. This simplifies the design process considerably, but means that the DLL translates the 

input phase noise to its output directly, without filtering. DLLs are also susceptible to false-

locking states (where they spuriously lock to a delay that is some multiple of a UI, rather than 
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exactly 1 UI) and duty-cycle distortion, but these issues can be corrected relatively 

straightforwardly [35]. 

A larger problem with the classic, single-loop DLL is its inability to realize an infinite delay 

range. Just as with an open-loop delay line, the VCDL/DCDL will eventually run out of phase 

shift capability, causing the DLL-based CDR to break. The dual-loop DLL [36] solves this 

problem by introducing a second, peripheral, loop to perform phase alignment. The core DLL 

loop locks its delay at 180°, using inversion to achieve a full 360° delay range. The peripheral loop 

then selects outputs from this locked delay and interpolates between them in order to generate 

the final output phase. Since the core loop guarantees exactly 1 UI of phase shift, the peripheral 

loop can safely ‘wrap around’ the delay line without introducing any phase error, thus achieving 

an infinite delay range.  It is also possible to base the dual-loop structure on a PLL acting as a 

multiplier for a lower-frequency crystal reference [26]. 

2.3 Equalization 

At multi-Gb/s data rates, non-idealities in the communications channel ‘smear’ the sharp, well-

defined transmitted symbols onto each other, creating inter-symbol interference (ISI). In many 

cases this effect is large enough to close the eye completely, making communication impossible 

without some form of compensation. ISI has two primary sources: dispersion due to frequency-

dependent attenuation in the channel, and reflection due to impedance discontinuities. These 

effects can be visualized by plotting the pulse response of the channel (Figure 2.16), and the 

corresponding frequency response (Figure 2.17). Note that the ‘main cursor’ refers to the current 

bit, while the pre- and post-cursors are the ISI contributions of the current bit to sampling points 

before and after it, respectively. 
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Figure 2.16: Pulse response of a legacy 16" server backplane at 12 Gb/s, showing sample points 
and the effects of dispersion and reflection. 

 

Figure 2.17: Frequency response of legacy 16" server backplane [37]. 

The frequency-dependent attenuation that causes dispersion has two main contributors: 

dielectric loss and skin effect. For reasons of cost and compatibility, chip-to-chip channels in 

server backplanes, desktop motherboards and add-in cards are frequently built from legacy 
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materials such as FR-4. These materials have poor dielectric loss properties (i.e. high loss 

tangents), which result in strong frequency-dependent attenuation (�E): 

 �E = PQ√ST tan XY    

where Q is the frequency, ST is the relative dielectric permittivity, tan X is the loss tangent and Y 
is the speed of light [18]. The attenuation due to dielectric loss is compounded by the skin effect; 

at high frequencies, the current through a conductor flows primarily along its surface. The 

severity of this effect is characterised by the skin depth, which measures the depth underneath 

the conductor’s surface at which the current density has reduced to 1/ its value at the surface of 

the conductor: 

 [ = \ ]PQ^   

where ] is the resistivity of the conductor and ^ = ^_^T is the absolute permeability of the 

conductor [18]. The resistance-per-unit-length of a microstrip conductor can be written in terms 

of the skin depth: 

 �` = ]2�[ = J]PQ^2�    

where � is the width of the conductor, and the effect of the sidewalls has been assumed negligible 

(since the height of a microstrip conductor, ℎ, is typically much less than �). The resistance can 

be converted into an attenuation factor: 

 �a = �`2b_ = J]PQ^4b_�    

where b_ is the characteristic impedance of the line. Notably, the attenuation factor due to skin 

effect is proportional to the square root of frequency, so it tends to have a smaller effect than 

dielectric loss at high frequency. As a result, choosing a dielectric with good loss characteristics 

can ease high-frequency link design considerably. However, economics and the desire to maintain 

compatibility with legacy backplanes frequently force designers to build transceivers that can 

work over older dielectric materials, which are very lossy at high frequency. 

Understanding the second ISI contributor, reflection, requires some consideration of the 

geometry of the chip-to-chip channel. A typical server backplane (similar to that used to generate 

the pulse response in Figure 2.16) is presented in Figure 2.18. Impedance discontinuities occur 
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when the signal propagates through a changing electrical environment – e.g. at the connector 

between boards, or at vias. These impedance discontinuities cause part of the incident signal to 

reflect back on itself, and multiple discontinuities reflect pulses back-and-forth, creating the 

ringing behaviour in Figure 2.16. 

 

Figure 2.18: Typical server backplane, with major sources of reflections marked. 

 

Figure 2.19: Via (a) before and (b) after back-drilling, showing effect on S21 (of the stub only). 

Vias provide good examples of how reflections are generated, and what can be done to reduce 

or eliminate them entirely. A typical PCB via is manufactured by drilling a hole through the 

depth of the PCB, then plating it with metal. As a result, if it connects anything other than the 

outermost layers of the board, it will have a dangling tail, known as a stub. From a RF 
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perspective, this stub can be thought of as an open-circuit quarter-wavelength stub filter, which 

has a notch response at the frequency: 

 QD@Bcd = Y √ST'4e  
  

where e is the length of the stub. The severity of the reflections can be reduced by back-drilling 

the stub, reducing e and pushing QD@Bcd out to a higher frequency. Figure 2.19 shows an example 

where the back-drill reduces stub length by half, doubling QD@Bcd. This helps in two ways: 

obviously, if QD@Bcd is high enough, it can be beyond the communications bandwidth. Even if it is 

not, the attenuation of the channel is greater at higher frequencies, so shorter stubs will produce 

reflections that are more quickly damped out. 

In order to allow successful communication in the hostile channel environment, designers 

employ a variety of corrective techniques, collectively known as equalization. The basic idea is to 

use knowledge about the channel response to design an inverse matched filter that can be placed 

in series with the channel (at the transmitter and/or the receiver), thus cancelling the ISI 

introduced. 

2.3.1 Transmitter pre-emphasis 

At the transmitter, the inverse filter is classically known as the pre-emphasis filter, since it pre-

empts channel attenuation by amplifying (emphasizing) the high-frequency components of the 

transmitted signal. While this filter can certainly be realized using classic continuous-time linear 

filter design techniques, the area overhead of passive filters and the power overhead of active 

filters precludes the use of this design style for high-rate digital interconnect. Instead, a finite-

impulse response (FIR) discrete-time filter is used (Figure 2.20). Each symbol in the sequence to 

be transmitted is fed through a series of delay elements, the outputs of which are weighted by the 

equalizer co-efficients and summed to yield the transmitted voltage. Each input to the summer is 

called a ‘tap’. In the most basic implementation, the taps are placed 1 UI apart, so, in addition to 

the main tap, each one corresponds to a single pre- or post-cursor ISI component. The filter 

response is adjusted by changing the various tap weights (ℎ,C through ℎf) until the ISI 

contribution of each symbol is minimized. 
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Figure 2.20: Discrete-time (FIR) transmitter pre-emphasis with � pre-cursor taps and 	 post-
cursor taps. 

Transmitter pre-emphasis faces several challenges, the most significant of which is the 

inability of the transmitter to sense the actual channel response. As a result, the tap weights 

must either be pre-set during fabrication, in which case they cannot adapt to channel variation 

over time, or a back-channel must be included in the system to transmit adaptation commands 

from the receiver back to the transmitter. The back-channel either occupies valuable board-level 

routing resources or requires complex duplexing schemes over existing wires (e.g. [38]). 

Additionally, the dynamic range available at the transmitter is limited, especially in deep sub-

micron CMOS technology, where supply voltages have scaled below 1 V. In order to ensure that 

the output voltage never exceeds this limit, designs frequently attenuate the main cursor (a 

process sometimes called ‘de-emphasis’). The eye at the receiver is opened, therefore, at the 

expense of signal swing. 

2.3.2 Receiver linear equalization 

Linear equalization in the receiver is essentially the dual of transmitter pre-emphasis – a linear 

filter is applied to the received signal to invert the channel response. Since equalization in the 

receiver must be applied before the sampler (Figure 2.21), and therefore while the received signal 

is still in the continuous-time domain, this precludes the direct, efficient use of a FIR filter 

(unlike the case of transmitter pre-emphasis). As a result, the ability of receiver linear 

equalization to handle complex channel responses (e.g. reflections) is limited by the expense of 

implementing the higher-order analog filters required to invert these responses. Just as 

importantly, the incoming signal will have picked up noise (AWGN and crosstalk) in the channel. 
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Therefore, by applying an inverse filter that amplifies the high frequency, lower signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) components of the signal while suppressing the low frequency components, the 

receiver linear equalizer effectively acts as a noise amplifier and decreases the voltage and timing 

margins available at the sampler. Despite these disadvantages, receiver linear equalizers remain 

appealing because they are placed at the receiver and can therefore adapt to the channel without 

backchannel communication. 

2.3.3 Decision-feedback equalization 

The third major type of wireline equalizer is a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE). This type of 

equalizer attempts to overcome the limitations of receiver linear equalization by placing a filter in 

the feedback path, instead of the feedforward path. This filter can be thought of as a channel 

emulation filter, rather than a channel inversion filter, since its intent is to match the ISI created 

by the channel. The estimated bits are sent through the feedback filter to produce an ISI 

prediction, which is subtracted from the incoming signal to equalize it. Since the feedback filter 

accepts discrete-time input from the slicer, it is natural to implement the feedback filter as a FIR 

system (Figure 2.21).  

 

Figure 2.21: Receiver with linear equalizer and DFE. 

The DFE acts by estimating and cancelling ISI, rather than inverting a channel response. As 

a result, it suffers less severe noise amplification than a linear equalizer [39]. However, to 

maintain causality, the DFE can only operate on post-cursor ISI. As a result, it is frequently used 
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in concert with linear equalizers (either in the transmitter or receiver), which cancel the shorter 

pre-cursor ISI [40]. Additionally, the DFE makes the assumption that the previous bits have been 

correctly estimated – if any error in estimation has been made, this can propagate through the 

DFE and affect subsequent bits. Wireline communication systems are typically designed to 

operate at very low BER (e.g. <10-12
 in HyperTransport [21]), so this tends not to be a significant 

impediment.  

Although the discrete-time FIR implementation makes a DFE amenable to integration in 

digital systems, high-attenuation channels with long post-cursor ISI tails require large numbers of 

taps that make implementation prohibitively expensive. This problem can be mitigated through 

the use of transmitter pre-emphasis (the transmitter taps undergo the same dispersion as the 

main cursor, so a small number of transmitter taps can be sufficient to cancel the long-tail ISI) 

[40]; alternatively, there have recently been proposals to use continuous time feedback filters to 

emulate the channel response and reduce DFE tap count [41]. 

Timing can also be a challenge, since the first-tap feedback loop must be closed within a 

single UI. To achieve the performance required for multi-Gb/s links, the feedback path and 

summer are typically realized using current-steering/summing architectures, and the first 

feedback tap is evaluated speculatively (i.e. the outputs for both possible values of the feedback 

tap are pre-computed, and the correct one selected when the slicer output is available) [42]. Such 

current-based architectures consume large amounts of power, so switched-capacitor summers have 

been proposed as a more efficient alternative [43]. 

2.4 Summary 

A broad range of techniques for timing recovery and equalization has been developed to facilitate 

high-speed chip-to-chip communication over a hostile channel environment. Due to the fact that 

transmitting and receiving data across a communications channel is fundamentally an analog 

process, these techniques become more challenging as CMOS technology scales to ever finer 

geometries and transistors are increasingly optimized for use as digital switches rather than 

analog amplifiers. For example, closed-loop clocking systems such as PLLs and DLLs require 
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components such as voltage regulators, charge pumps and loop filters, which rely on the matching 

and/or amplification characteristics of transistors to perform well; these properties are severely 

degraded in highly-scaled CMOS. At the same time, CMOS scaling allows an increase in parallel 

computing power, consequently increasing the demand for high-speed communication. 

Compounding this, in order to keep fabrication costs down, high-attenuation legacy materials 

such as FR-4 remain the substrates of choice for the fabrication of many high-speed interconnect 

channels (especially in the low-margin desktop and notebook markets), driving up the complexity 

and power consumption of equalization schemes. These factors have conspired to create the 

scaling disparity between communication bandwidth demand and power consumption noted in 

section 1.2. Addressing this disparity will require the innovative application of more-digital (or 

all-digital) techniques, as well as an increased reliance on sharing, parallelism and multi-

functional, adaptive hardware. 
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Source-synchronous links are among the most common types of interconnect used in chip-to-

chip communication, since they experience a degree of correlated jitter and frequency offset 

tracking [23]. Consequently, at low data rates a single timing recovery block can be sufficient to 

align the incoming clock and data over multiple data pins with the same source and destination. 

However, as data rates scale, PVT variation at both the board- and chip-level can cause sufficient 

mismatch in delay between pins to require per-pin phase alignment [22]. Per-pin phase alignment 

also relaxes path-length matching requirements between traces, allowing greater signal densities 

over limited routing resources. Additionally, variability and noise in clock 

multiplication/distribution at both the transmitter and receiver blur the lines between source-

synchronous and plesiochronous systems, by introducing frequency offsets and jitter transients 

substantial enough to create the need for full CDR with infinite delay range capability, albeit at 

bandwidths lower than a traditional plesiochronous link might require. 

In order to achieve per-pin phase alignment, the power and area overheads of adding 

dedicated CDR circuitry to each data pin are prohibitive. This is particularly the case for 

traditional analog-based techniques such as PLLs or DLLs, which rely on VCOs, analog loop 

filters and charge-pumps. The design space for these components is quite different from that of 

the digital logic comprising the rest of the system; considerable area, power, design and 

manufacturing overheads are necessary to accommodate these differences. Recent work on CDR 

has, therefore, focused on more-digital techniques [44], [45], [46]. However, they still rely on 

analog components such as voltage regulators, resistors or varactors to control the core VCO. 

This chapter describes a true all-digital CDR scheme; except for the input slicers (StrongARM 

latches [47]), the system is implemented entirely in static CMOS logic. The algorithm itself is 
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tolerant of the effects of transistor mismatch, avoiding the need for complex calibration and 

compensation loops. Additionally, to make the system amenable to implementation in large 

digital systems, heavy use is made of standard cell blocks, automatic synthesis and place-and-

route. 

Eye-monitor-based CDRs provide an alternative to traditional 2x oversampled and baud rate 

approaches; instead of using an explicit phase detector, the data sampling hardware is replicated, 

and its output compared with the primary data path to determine BER and construct the eye 

opening. To date, eye-monitors have focused on two-dimensional (voltage and time) approaches 

for adaptive equalizers, but not for timing recovery [48], [49]. Others still rely on Alexander-type 

phase detectors and use the eye-monitor to fine-tune the data clock phase for improved error 

tolerance [50], [51]. Although [52] does incorporate timing recovery using only eye-monitor data, it 

requires external computer-based calibration. Other work has investigated the use of eye-monitors 

for off-line channel characterizations [53]. 

In contrast, the all-digital CDR described here [54], [55] focuses specifically on timing 

recovery, and conducts one-dimensional (time-only) eye-monitoring, avoiding the overhead of a 

variable-threshold input slicer. Section 3.5 describes how it is also possible to use a single-

dimension eye-monitor for equalization adaptation. A key innovation in this algorithm is the use 

of ‘ping-pong’ clocks; the data and eye-monitor functions are swapped between clocks during 

updates of the data phase. This confers important advantages by insulating against mismatch 

between the phases of the clocks and allowing the realization of an infinite delay range using only 

a loosely-calibrated delay line, instead of a PLL or DLL. Additionally, the search technique is 

designed specifically for efficient on-chip implementation via hardware description language 

(HDL) synthesis. 

Since an eye-monitoring CDR uses a BER-based (and therefore statistical) approach to 

finding the eye, it has relatively low bandwidth and is not appropriate for use in plesiochronous 

links, which require large (hundreds of ppm) frequency offset tolerance. However, it can be 

applied to mesochronous or source-synchronous links; as mentioned above, at high data rates, 

even historically small amounts of transmission path length mismatch or noise can result in 

multiple-UI jitter at the receiver and the need for infinite delay range-capable CDR. 
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This chapter also discusses the application of sharing techniques that allow a single set of 

CDR hardware to calibrate multiple data pins, taking advantage of the relatively low bandwidth 

requirements of source-synchronous links. The discussed algorithm is particularly well-suited for 

sharing, since the sampling and re-timing hardware required for the ping-pong clocks can be 

reassigned between data pins. 

3.1 Ping-Pong CDR 

 

Figure 3.1: Single-pin ping-pong CDR architecture overview. 

Section 2.2.1 describes random-data phase detectors traditionally used in CDR. These 2x 

oversampled approaches use two clocks to sample the incoming signal - the first is used to sample 

the data, while the second is used to sample the edge of the eye. In a half-rate system, this means 

that the edge clock is fixed at 90° phase offset from the data clock. In eye-monitor-based CDR, 

the second clock’s phase is decoupled from the first and allowed to move independently. The 

ping-pong CDR uses similarly decoupled clocks, with both clocks free to move at discrete 

intervals (‘phase positions’) within a 2 UI delay. One clock is placed in the middle of the eye to 

recover data, and is known as the ‘data clock’. The other is swept across the 2 UI delay, and is 
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known as the ‘search clock’. BER data is collected by comparing the samples produced by these 

clocks. This BER data is used to reconstruct an approximate eye diagram and determine the best 

phase position for data recovery. The search clock is placed at this phase position, the search and 

data functions are traded between clocks (the ‘ping-pong’), and the algorithm repeats. 

A delay line is used to generate the two clocks from the source synchronous link’s forwarded 

clock (Figure 3.1). This delay line is slowly and digitally calibrated to achieve approximately 2 UI 

delay (as explained below, exact calibration is unnecessary). Adjacent output phases of the delay 

line are selected and interpolated independently for each clock. A multiplexer following the input 

slicers routes their outputs to either ‘search’ or ‘data’. Synthesized digital logic aggregates this 

data to determine the location of the eye opening and controls the movement and swapping of the 

clocks. 

 

Figure 3.2: Ping-pong CDR algorithm. 

The samples generated by the search clock are compared with those produced by the data 

clock. Where these samples match, the eye is open. Conversely, a mismatch between these 

samples indicates that the eye is closed. As the search clock is swept through the 2 UI delay line, 

match/mismatch information is collected at each phase position. The collated information can be 

thought of as a binary reduction of an eye diagram (Figure 3.2). Transitions between match and 

mismatch correspond to the edge of the eye, so the control logic can use these transitions to place 
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the search clock at the mean of the detected eye edges, maximizing timing margin. Note that, 

unlike in an Alexander or Hogge-based CDR, no assumption is made that the optimum sampling 

point is half a UI away from the eye edge. The functionality of the search and data clocks is then 

traded and the algorithm repeats. This ping-pong between search and data clocks allows the CDR 

to realize an infinite delay range. When the eye opening begins to drift off the extent of the delay 

line, the CDR can place the search clock in the middle of the following or preceding eye opening 

and invert it before initiating the ping-pong between search and data functionality. In a half-rate 

architecture, inverting the search clock before the ping-pong allows the CDR to skip backward (or 

forward) a UI without introducing errors such as added or dropped bits in the data. Figure 3.3 

shows an example of a UI swap: in Step 1, the search process has just finished and the control 

logic has determined that a UI swap is required. In Step 2, the even (rising) edge of the search 

clock is placed in the previous UI (marked ‘3’). To line up the even and odd edges of the clock, 

the search clock is inverted in Step 3. Once this inversion is complete, the clock functions can be 

interchanged without added/dropped bits (Step 4). 

 

Figure 3.3: Steps in a UI swap process. Even (rising) and odd (falling) edges of the clocks marked. 

 

Match/mismatch data is generated by sweeping the search clock’s phase, so the eye 

information collected is based on the actual phase shift introduced by the search clock’s own 
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phase generation and distribution path. Since the search clock uses this information to determine 

its sampling point when it becomes the data clock, accurate data clock placement is not 

dependent on matching with any other clock’s phase generation and distribution. This advantage 

of the ping-pong CDR is particularly important in a multi-pin environment, where many clocks 

are required and matching between their paths becomes prohibitively difficult. 

3.1.1 Search algorithm 

 

Figure 3.4: Search procedure, showing movement of search clock and numbered eye edges. 

The CDR spends the vast majority of its operating time sweeping the search clock through the 

delay line and collecting BER statistics to find the eye. It is therefore vitally important to 

optimize this search process, in order to maximize CDR bandwidth. In normal operation, it is 

unnecessary to search the entire 2 UI delay in order to find the eye and update the data clock. 

Instead, operation is hastened by stopping the search once two edges bounding a single eye 

opening are detected (marked 1 and 2 in Figure 3.4). The search clock movement described in 

Figure 3.4 minimizes the time to find these bounding eye edges. A more complete search is only 

conducted when the eye opening begins to drift off the extent of the delay line, or if a delay line 

calibration is requested. For example, Figure 3.5 presents a case where the phase offset between 

clock and data is gradually increasing due to a frequency offset or large jitter transient. As data 

drifts to the right, the CDR tracks it and updates the data phase accordingly. When the data 

drifts far enough, one edge of the current eye moves off the end of the delay line and cannot be 

found. The CDR then searches for eye edges 3 and 4 to acquire the previous eye opening. It 

places the search clock in the middle of this eye opening, inverts the search clock and does the 

ping-pong between search and data functionality, completing the data clock update. 
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Figure 3.5: CDR operation with eye drifting until UI swap is required. Relevant eye edges are 
marked and numbered. 

A longer search is also required to calibrate the delay line. In this case, the control logic seeks 

to establish the length of 1 UI in terms of phase positions, then adjust the length of the delay line 

such that 1 UI of delay occupies half the available phase positions (hence the overall delay will be 

2 UI). This information is obtained by extending the search one further eye edge – to 3, or 5 if 3 

is not found. The distance between eye edges 3 and 1 or 2 and 5 corresponds to the length of 1 

UI. Exact calibration of the delay line is unnecessary, since the algorithm will never need to 

search through a full 2 UI; in the worst case, it only needs sufficient range to find the preceding 

or following eye opening in preparation for a UI swap. This calibration process can therefore 

proceed loosely and slowly, so it has limited impact on the overall bandwidth of the CDR. 

3.1.2 Search filtering 

Since eye-edge detection (hence, data phase placement) is reliant on the match/mismatch 

information collected, it is important that this be done as consistently and accurately as possible. 

The incoming signal will include data-dependent phenomena such as ISI and transient events 

such as noise spikes, which may cause spurious match/mismatch decisions and corrupt the 
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detection of the eye opening. These effects are suppressed through the use of a mismatch counter, 

which acts as a pre-filtering averager, and an AND/OR filter (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6: Eye information collection via mismatch counter and AND/OR filter. 

The mismatch counter observes the incoming data stream; when a transition occurs, it makes 

a comparison between the corresponding search and data samples. Conducting averaging over � 

such transitions, the probability that at least one of the collected comparisons is conducted on 

dissimilar search and data samples (therefore, that phase position � will be declared a mismatch) 

is given by a geometric distribution: 

 g9�����hYℎ: i 1 $ 91 $ ���C:D j⁄    

where ���C is the bit-error rate at the �th phase position and ] is the average transition density. 

Ideally, the search should transition from generating matches to mismatches at a consistent phase 

position relative to the eye opening, tracking it if it moves. Consider the case where the search is 

moving downwards from the data phase (i.e. from higher to lower phase position) and from 

generating matches to generating mismatches. In this case, the probability that phase position � 
will be the first mismatch generated (therefore, the location of the detected eye edge) can be 

defined recursively: 
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 g9Q�l�hm����hYℎC:
i n1 $o gFQ�l�hm����hYℎfGp

fqCr- sg9�����hYℎC:   

for � < [, where [ is the current data phase position, and it is assumed that g9Q�l�hm����hYℎp: = 0. The most consistent results are produced when the distribution 

generated by (3.2) is tightest – ideally, concentrated on a single phase position. This suggests that 

the sides of the bathtub curve produced from (3.1) should be as steep as possible; this can be 

achieved by making � large. However, large values of � result in long averaging times at each 

phase position, reducing the bandwidth of the CDR. 

A more reasonable approach is to semi-dynamically size �, collecting more samples only in 

ambiguous cases. To this end, a new averaging period, �tu`v, can be defined. If the search and 

data clocks produce two or more dissimilar samples in the first �tu`v transitions, the mismatch 

counter will immediately declare the phase position a mismatch. An ambiguity occurs when there 

is only one discrepancy between search and data samples in the first �tu`v transitions. In this 

case, the mismatch counter will collect samples for a further �tu`v transitions. If another 

discrepancy between search and data samples occurs, a mismatch will be declared. Conversely, if 

no discrepancy occurs, a match will be declared. With this ability to repeat the search, the 

probability of a mismatch declaration at phase position � becomes: 

 g9�����hY+w�h+�x�h�C:� g9yzhl�{+hm����hY+C: 0 g9lx�hm����hY+C:   

An outright mismatch occurs if there are two or more discrepancies in the first �tu`v transitions: 

 

 

g9yzhl�{+hm����hY+C: � o |1 0 		 }D~���/j
fq_ ���C) � 91 $ ���C:f   

where ���C is the bit error rate at phase position �. A mismatch-on-repeat occurs if the mismatch 

counter waits a further �tu`v transitions, and one or more discrepancies occurred during this extra 

collection period: 

 

 

g9lx�hm����hY+C:� Fg9�����hY+C: $ g9yzhl�{+hm����hY+C:G� g9�����hY+C: 
  

g9�����hY+w�h+�x�h�C: can be substituted in place of g9�����hY+C: in (3.2) to obtain the 

distribution of the first mismatch using the modified method. Figure 3.7 presents the probabilities 
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of mismatch declaration (using (3.1) and (3.5)) for � � �tu`v � 32. The slope of the bathtub with 

repeats is steeper than that without repeats, suggesting better performance. This result is made 

clearer in Figure 3.8, which charts the probability of match-to-mismatch transition detection with 

and without repeats. 

 

Figure 3.7: Typical BER bathtub, and the probability of mismatch declaration at each phase 
position with (�tu`v � 32) and without (� � 32) repeated averaging5. 

                                            
5 The BER bathtub shown here is used in all subsequent figures in this sub-section, and for 

calculating of the optimum value of �tu`v. Different BER bathtubs will yield different results. 
The one used here is based on measurements of the actual channel used to test the ping-pong 
CDR. 
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Figure 3.8: Probability of match-to-mismatch transition detection, � � �tu`v � 32. 

For consistency of eye-edge detection, this probability should be as concentrated on one phase 

position as possible. A measure of this concentration is the value of the highest probability in the 

distribution such as Figure 3.8. Plotting this for reasonable values of �tu`v and � (Figure 3.9) 

shows that larger values of � initially provide more consistent detection, as might be expected. 

However, if � gets too large, lower BER regions of the eye become more likely to produce a 

mismatch, spreading the probability of match/mismatch transition detection between two or 

more phase positions and reducing consistency. Figure 3.10 shows the � � �tu`v � 128 case, 

where the probability of match/mismatch transition detection has spread between phase positions 

2 and 3. Figure 3.9 suggests an optimum of �tu`v ≈ 32, the value selected for the implementation 

described here. The search can be further hastened by declaring a mismatch immediately 

following the detection of the required number of discrepancies between search and data, instead 

of waiting for all �tu`v transitions. 
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Figure 3.9: Peak probability in distribution of match/mismatch transition detection, with and 
without repeated averaging. 

 

Figure 3.10: Probability of match-to-mismatch transition detection, � � �tu`v � 128. 

Subsequent to the mismatch counter, an AND/OR filter is used to suppress the presence of 

subsidiary ‘false eyes’ that might result from reflections in the channel, crosstalk or large 

transient noise events. The previous � match/mismatch declarations are ANDed to eliminate 

spurious matches, and the output of the AND is then ORed to restore the original eye opening 

size (Figure 3.11). � defines the minimum eye-opening size the CDR is expected to track, and 
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should be set high enough to reject false eyes, but small enough to maintain sensitivity. Exact 

selection of � is not performance-critical, and a value of 4 is chosen for this implementation. The �-decision latency introduced by the AND/OR filter can be accounted for in the control logic. 

 

Figure 3.11: AND/OR filter with � � 4. 

3.1.3 System startup and corner cases 

The foregoing discussion of the ping-pong CDR algorithm assumes that the data clock is placed 

‘correctly’, i.e. at a phase position such that the samples it produces are error-free estimates of 

the data that was transmitted. Obviously there is no guarantee that this is the case upon initial 

system startup; additionally, the CDR should be able to handle corner cases where the signature 

that has been collected does not provide a clean estimate of the eye opening (for example, it may 

only contain one match-to-mismatch transition, and therefore be missing one edge of the eye). 

In order to handle these situations, the CDR control logic detects and handles two special-

case signatures: 

1. Only one match-to-mismatch transition detected (only one side of the eye is detected). 

2. No match-to-mismatch transitions detected (eye is completely missing, or has size less 

than � and therefore been rejected by the AND/OR filter). 

Case 1 occurs when the delay line is improperly calibrated, and is much shorter than 1 UI. In this 

case, one side of the match-to-mismatch transition will correspond to an open eye, while the other 

side will be where the eye is closed. The control logic will increase the delay line length and 

update the data clock so that it is at the mean of the detected match-to-mismatch transition and 

the end of the delay line corresponding to the open eye. 

Case 2 occurs when the data clock is placed incorrectly, so comparisons with the search clock 

produce essentially random results with no clear eye opening. Lacking any information about the 

location of the eye opening, the control logic will simply increment the data phase by � phase 
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positions, where � is the largest integer that is smaller than � (the smallest eye opening 

expected) and not a factor of the overall number of phase positions available. This ensures that 

the control logic will sweep through the delay line in the smallest time possible while not skipping 

past the eye opening, and will (upon cycling through the delay line) eventually check all available 

phase positions. For this implementation, � � 4 and the delay line has 64 phase positions, so a 

value of 3 was chosen for �. 

3.2 Shared CDR 

The independent adjustability of each clock and the generalized sampling and re-timing paths of 

the ping-pong CDR allow it to be easily adapted to a shared multi-pin system. Instead of trading 

search/data clock functionality on a single pin, the search clock can ‘bubble’ through multiple 

pins (Figure 3.12). Only one pin is calibrated at a time, so only one extra clock is necessary. 

Thus, for � pins only � 0 1 clocks are required, instead of the 2� required without sharing. 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

A Search, pin 1 Data, pin 1 Data, pin 1 Data, pin 1 Data, pin 1 Data, pin 1

B Data, pin 1 Search, pin 2 Data, pin 2 Data, pin 2 Data, pin 2 Search, pin 1

C Data, pin 2 Data, pin 2 Search, pin 3 Data, pin 3 Search, pin 2 Data, pin 2

D Data, pin 3 Data, pin 3 Data, pin 3 Search, pin 3 Data, pin 3 Data, pin 3

Clock
Clock assignments at each step

 

Figure 3.12: Sharing concept and modified draft algorithm, for 3 data pins and 4 clocks 

The pins are calibrated in sequence, with the calibrated pin’s data clock swapping with the 

search clock at each step. The most equitable algorithm would be analogous to a standard draft; 
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each pin would be calibrated in sequence, from first to last, and the calibration would then return 

to the first pin. The time between calibrations of a particular pin would thus be � complete 

search and data phase update periods. However, the standard draft requires each clock to 

successively sample all of the pins, making its hardware cost prohibitive – it multiplies the 

number of input slicers required, complicates the input routing and calls for larger high-speed 

multiplexers to route the search and data samples. While this hardware overhead may be 

reasonable for small �, it does not scale well to large numbers of pins. 

To avoid this constraint, a modified draft algorithm is used. Instead of returning to the first 

pin after the last pin has be calibrated, the modified calibration sweeps back-and-forth through 

the pins (Figure 3.12). It is less equitable and results in a 2� $ 1 period gap (in the worst case) 

between calibrations of any one pin, but requires each clock to sample no more than two adjacent 

pins and is therefore more hardware efficient, scaling well to large �. This draft scheme is well-

suited for dense source-synchronous environments, where CDR bandwidth requirements are low 

and reducing hardware overhead is paramount. 

3.3 Implementation 

A block-diagram overview of the implemented system is presented in Figure 3.13. To save power 

and ease design constraints, the mismatch counter operates on quarter- and eighth-rate clocks, 

while the AND/OR filter, eye detection, clock phase placement and multiplexer control logic 

operates on a distinct low-frequency clock. All are synthesized from standard cells. The high-

speed phase generation, slicing and multiplexing circuitry operates on a half-rate clock and is 

custom digital. As much as possible was implemented using static CMOS logic. 

As the phase generator architecture used (described in the following sub-section) naturally 

generates clocks in pairs, and � 0 1 clock phases are needed (one for each link’s data clock, plus a 

bubbling search clock), an odd number of pins is called for. In this case, a three-link system is 

implemented to allow the performance of the shared CDR to be fully evaluated and extrapolated 

to wider links. 
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Figure 3.13: Three-pin shared CDR architecture. 
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3.3.1 Phase generator 

 

Figure 3.14: Phase generator architecture. 
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Figure 3.15: Delay line with (a) delay cell and (b) phase interpolator. Weak cross-coupled 
inverters are marked with a ‘W’. 
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The core of the phase generator (Figure 3.14) is a direct digitally-modulated, differential delay 

line (Figure 3.15), with nine evenly-spaced output phases. Each cell of the delay line (Figure 3.15 

(a)) is composed of tri-state buffers, which can be turned on or off to adjust the drive strength of 

each stage, thus the overall delay of the line [56]. Weak cross-coupled inverters are placed at the 

output of each cell to maintain phase alignment between the different differential paths and duty 

cycle. This scheme has the advantage of allowing an adjustable delay line implementation in pure 

static CMOS. However, the array of tri-state buffers and the wiring necessary to connect them 

imposes significant extra loading on the output of each delay cell, thus limiting the practical 

resolution of the delay adjustment. To overcome this drawback, the output of each delay cell is 

fed-forward to the calibration input (cal/calb in Figure 3.15) two cells away [57], thus reducing 

the size of the tri-state buffers necessary to achieve a large delay range. 

An important consideration is the consistency of the phases of the output clocks when the 

delay line length is changed. These clocks are generated by interpolation of the outputs of a delay 

line; if the delay line length is changed abruptly, the phase of its outputs will likewise jump, thus 

causing a deviation in the phase of the generated clocks that increases jitter and could result in 

errors in CDR tracking. This effect is particularly severe when the outputs near the end of the 

delay line are being used to generate the clock, since the accumulated change in delay is largest at 

this point. To minimize this effect, the delay control code is updated in a stepwise manner, with 

hysteresis added to ensure that small changes in the number of phase positions per UI do not 

result in control code dithering. Additionally, the delay line is split into four sections of two delay 

cells each, with the delay updated section by section. Since the delay line can be updated slowly, 

updates to each section are staggered across several data phase updates; the phase effect of the 

delay update is therefore spread out, and the CDR only has to deal with it incrementally. In 

simulation, this staggering reduces the phase discontinuity per data phase update from 6 ps to 2.6 

ps, or 0.7 phase positions at 9 Gb/s. 

Two adjacent output phases of the delay line are selected via a multiplexer and interpolated 

to generate finer granularity. The phase interpolator itself (Figure 3.15 (b)) is composed of a pair 

of tri-state buffer arrays with shorted outputs; the interpolation ratio (� in Figure 2.13) is 

controlled by turning portions of this array on or off, while maintaining a constant total number 
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of active tri-states, thus ensuring a consistent output drive. Since there are 9 possible pairs of 

adjacent output phases from the delay line, and 9 settings of the phase interpolator, the complete 

phase generator has 64 total output phases, for an overall phase adjustment resolution of 6 bits. 

3.3.2 Phase generator linearity 

The linearity and resolution of the phase generator affects the final accuracy of the data clock 

placement by the CDR algorithm. Indeed, the phase generator is the only component of the 

system for which matching is performance-critical, so a detailed analysis of its linearity is 

worthwhile. Let Φ- and Φ) be the detected locations of eye edges 1 and 2 (as defined in Figure 

3.4), respectively. Φ- and Φ) are the phase positions bounding the detected eye opening, and are 

used to determine the next data phase. The phase generator has limited resolution and could 

introduce nonlinearity, so there is some error in Φ- and Φ) relative the actual positions of eye 

edges 1 and 2 (Φ-�  and Φ)� ): 
 Φ- � Φ-� 0 S-, Φ) � Φ)� 0 S)   

where the worst-case error in terms of phase positions can be written by observing that it is 

affected by the resolution of the phase generator and its worst-case differential non-linearity 

(DNL): 

 S- � S) � 1 0 ��e�@T`B2    

The algorithm will place the next data phase at the average of the two phase positions: 

 ΦpuBu = Φ- 0 Φ)2 = Φ-� 0 Φ)� 0 S- 0 S)2    

Finally, the placement of the data phase itself will be affected by the integral non-linearity (INL) 

between Φ- and Φ), thus yielding an overall worst-case error, in terms of phase positions, of 

  SpuBu = S- 0 S)2 0 ��e�@T`B  
� 1 0 ��e�@T`B2 0 ��e�@T`B 

  

In order to minimize the data phase placement error, therefore, it is important to reduce the 

non-linearity of the phase generator. This can be broken down into the non-linearity of the phase 

generator’s constituent components, the delay line and phase interpolator. First, consider the 
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DNL. Let e� be the actual length of a LSB, e��  be the ideal length of a LSB, Δ� be the absolute 

worst-case DNL and X� be the worst-case DNL in LSBs, where � � ��, �, �h� for the delay line, 

the interpolator and the overall phase generator, respectively. The actual length of a delay line 

LSB can be written: 

 eE � eE� 0 ΔE   

where 

 XE � ΔEeE�    

 eE � eE� 91 0 XE:   

Since there are 8 interpolator intervals per pair of delay line outputs, an LSB of the phase 

generator is: 

 eDvB � eE8 91 0 X�: 
� eE� 91 0 XE:8 91 0 X�:   

Now, the ideal phase generator LSB is simply 1/8th the ideal delay line LSB: 

 eDvB� � eE�8    

 ∴ eDvB � eDvB� 91 0 XDvB: � eE�8 91 0 XDvB:   

Thus: 

 eE�8 91 0 XDvB: � eE� 91 0 XE:8 91 0 X�: 1 0 XDvB � 91 0 XE:91 0 X�: XDvB � XEX� 0 XE 0 X� 
  

which suggests that both the delay line and interpolator contribute equally to the overall DNL of 

the phase generator. This formulation of the phase generator linearity assumes that the worst-

case DNL of both the phase interpolator and the delay line coincide, which may not actually be 

the case; the linearity of the phase interpolator depends on the phase spacing of its inputs, so it is 

not constant across the delay line [34]. As a result, (3.16) should be viewed as a pessimistic 

estimate of the worst-case phase generator DNL. 
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A similar analysis can be conducted on the INL. Let Γ� be the absolute worst-case INL and �� 

be the worst-case INL LSB’s, where � � ��, �, �h� as before. The analysis of aggregate phase 

generator INL is not as straightforward as that for the DNL; consider the following set of cases 

where the delay line INL is always negative: 

Ideal characteristic

Actual delay line 

characteristic

Interpolator 

characteristic
Delay line outputs

OR

OR

(c) (b)

(a)

ΓD,n

ΓD,n+1

ΓD,n+1

ΓD,n

ΓD,n+1

ΓD,n

weightedAvg(ΓD,n+1 , ΓD,n)+min(ΓI)

weightedAvg(ΓD,n+1 , ΓD,n)+max(ΓI)

weightedAvg(ΓD,n+1 , ΓD,n)+max(ΓI)

weightedAvg(ΓD,n+1 , ΓD,n)+min(ΓI)

 

Figure 3.16: Delay line with negative INL and phase interpolator with (a) negative INL, (b) 
positive INL and (c) ‘crossing’ INL. 

Notice that the worst-case net phase generator INL depends very strongly on the shape and 

severity (slope) of the phase interpolator and delay line characteristics. It is, however, possible to 

places bounds on the phase generator INL, since it is at least as bad as the delay line INL, and 

possibly as bad as the worst-case phase interpolator INL on top that:  

 ΓE � ΓDvB � ΓE 0 Γ�   

Since the delay line LSB is, ideally, 8 times the size of the phase generator LSB and the phase 

interpolator LSB is the same size as the phase generator LSB: 

 ΓEeDvB� � ΓDvBeDvB� � ΓE 0 Γ�eDvB�  
8�E � �DvB � 8�E 0 �� 

  

suggesting that the delay line INL is the dominant contributor to net phase generator INL. 
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Per (3.9), INL is a more significant contributor to data phase placement error than DNL, so 

the INL of the delay line is the most critical linearity. Several steps were taken to ensure good 

delay line matching. Although the linear nature of the delay line structure does not lend itself to 

common-centroid layout, extensive use was made of dummy devices. The wire parasitics 

presented to each delay stage were made as similar as possible (by using the shortest possible 

wire runs and copying them from stage to stage). Finally, pre-buffer stages were added to 

stabilize clock rise and fall times prior to the delay line proper. 

Interpolator linearity requires that the phase difference between the input edges be less than 

half the edge rate (rise/fall time) of these inputs [34]. If the delay line is properly calibrated to 2 

UI at the maximum target data rate of 9 Gb/s, each of the eight possible pairs of adjacent 

outputs has a phase spacing of about 28 ps. Due to the high fan-out of the buffers driving the 

interpolator (as shown in Figure 3.15 (b), each input buffer has to drive 8 tri-state buffers), it is 

relatively straightforward to ensure that input edge rates are faster than the 56 ps necessary to 

fulfil this linearity requirement. 

3.3.3 Multiplexers 

As the control logic is shared between multiple data pins, a key implementation challenge is the 

design of a high-speed multiplexer tree to route the search, data and clock signals of the pin-

under-calibration to the control logic. 

 

Figure 3.17: Search/data multiplexer (only clock routing shown; sample routing is similar). 

The search/data multiplexers must be able to change the data clock of each pin without 

introducing errors. This is accomplished by delaying changes in the select signals until the input 

clocks to each search/data multiplexer are both high (Figure 3.17). This ensures that the swap is 
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made when no transition is occurring in either the clock or data inputs. However, the flip-flop 

storing the multiplexer state is clocked asynchronously with its input and may enter a metastable 

state. Since the flip-flop clock is generated from the overlap of two half-rate clocks, there is only a 

small window of time for metastability recovery. Therefore, a cascade of two synchronizers is used 

to give adequate metastability protection and ensure correct operation. The synchronizers 

introduce latency in the switch between clocks, but the control logic for the clock update runs at 

a much lower frequency, so this latency is inconsequential. 

A further challenge is the long and asymmetric wiring run necessary to connect the 

search/data multiplexer of each pin and the pin-select multiplexer, which routes the search and 

data samples of the pin-under-calibration to the control logic. To ensure that proper timing is 

maintained between the recovered clock and data signals from each channel, they are co-routed 

and pipeline registers are inserted at the output of the search/data multiplexers. 
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3.3.4 Retiming logic 

 

Figure 3.18: Retiming logic. 

The mismatch counter needs to compare samples arriving from both the data and search clock. 

Since the search clock is at a varying (but known) phase offset from the data clock, the incoming 

samples need to be retimed before this comparison is made. This is accomplished through chains 

of flip-flops (Figure 3.18); as the phase offset varies from small (1/32 UI, a single phase step) to 

large (as much as 1.5 UI, depending on the search type and location of the data phase), each path 

in the retiming block is dedicated to a range of phase offsets. The appropriate path is selected 

based on the known location of the clocks. 

The retiming logic takes samples from the odd phase of the clock to the even phase, and the 

timing for this transition is tight – it needs to complete in a full-rate instead of half-rate period. 
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To maximize the timing margin available, pipeline flip-flops (outlined in Figure 3.18) are added 

to the odd inputs, with the equivalent added to the even inputs for delay-matching purposes. 

3.4 Hardware measurements 
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Figure 3.19: Die micrograph and core detail. 

The CDR was fabricated in a 90 nm bulk CMOS process. The die micrograph and core detail are 

presented in Figure 3.19. Core area is 460 μm x 330 μm, in a 2.35 mm x 1.45 mm die. Correct 

operation over an infinite delay range was verified by sweeping the input phase of each channel 

independently at data rates from 6 to 9 Gb/s. A 31-bit pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS-31) 

input achieved BER < 10-13. 

Delay line response to calibration code was measured with a 4.5 GHz clock (i.e. data rate of 9 

Gb/s), yielding a delay range of 183 to 278 ps. This corresponds to data rates between 7.2 Gb/s 

to 10.9 Gb/s (Figure 3.20), if the delay line is required to match 2 UI exactly. The CDR operated 
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correctly (with > 1 UI of jitter) as low as 6 Gb/s, well below this range. This confirms that exact 

delay line calibration is unnecessary for the eye-monitoring algorithm to function. 

 

Figure 3.20: Data for 2 UI of delay, over the delay line calibration code range. 

Phase generator linearity was measured, with a worst-case DNL of 0.44 LSB (where 1 LSB = 

1 phase position), and a worst-case INL of 1.59 LSB (Figure 3.21). The delay line linearity can be 

isolated by selecting every 8th output of the phase generator, for which the phase interpolator has � � 0. When this is done, the delay line shows a worst-case DNL of 0.22 LSB and worst-case INL 

of 0.18 LSB (Figure 3.22). Similarly, phase interpolator linearity can be isolated by looking at 

groups of 8 output phases; because the phase interpolator linearity varies depending on the exact 

phase spacing between its inputs, it depends on the linearity of the delay line. Figure 3.23 and 

Figure 3.24 plot the phase interpolator linearity across all 8 pairs of delay line outputs, showing a 

worst-case INL of 0.52 LSB and a worst-case DNL of 0.32 LSB. 
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Figure 3.21: Phase generator non-linearity. 

 

Figure 3.22: Delay line output non-linearity (note that the 0th output is missing, since this is 
inaccessible due to the configuration of the phase interpolator). 
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Figure 3.23: Interpolator INL, across different groups of 8 phase positions (each corresponding to 
one sweep through the interpolator). 

 

Figure 3.24: Interpolator DNL, across different groups of 8 phase positions (each corresponding to 
one sweep through the interpolator). 
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Using these results, it is possible to validate (3.16) and (3.18). (3.16) predicts a worst-case DNL 

(XDvB) of 0.61 LSB, which is somewhat greater than the measured DNL of 0.44 LSB – 

understandable, since, as described in the derivation itself, (3.16) is a pessimistic estimate. (3.18) 

predicts that worst-case phase generator INL is bound by 1.44 < �DvB < 1.96 LSB, and the actual 

measured INL of 1.59 LSB is in this range. As expected, overall phase placement error is limited 

by the INL of the delay line. 

 

Figure 3.25: SJ tolerance with control logic clock at 40 MHz, for 3 x 9 Gb/s PRBS-7 input and 
BER < 10-12. 

Sinusoidal jitter (SJ) tolerance was measured with a control logic clock of 40 MHz (Figure 

3.25). The period between data clock phase updates is limited primarily by the speed of the 

control logic, so an almost directly proportional relationship exists between the frequency offset 

tolerance (equivalently, the SJ tolerance bandwidth) and the control logic clock frequency. This is 

confirmed by measured results up to 50 MHz (limited by the design of the control logic that 

emphasized low-power operation at the expense of speed), which match simulated results closely 

(Figure 3.26). Cycle-accurate Verilog-AMS simulations at faster clocks show that a linear 

relationship is maintained up to at least 625 MHz. This suggests a direct trade-off between 

system performance and control logic power consumption; since the presented implementation is 

source-synchronous, low CDR bandwidths are tolerable and control logic power consumption is 

prioritized by targeting a lower clock frequency. Higher performance can be achieved by targeting 
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a faster control logic clock, allowing the CDR to calibrate plesiochronous links with small 

frequency offsets. 

 

Figure 3.26: (a) Frequency offset tolerance scaling for 3 x 9 Gb/s PRBS-7 input (measured BER 
< 10-12 and simulated BER < 10-6), with (b) low frequency detail. 

 

Figure 3.27: Effect of nbase on frequency offset tolerance, simulated on a single channel at 625 
MHz with PRBS-7 input and BER < 10-6. 

The filtering parameter �tu`v also has a significant effect on CDR bandwidth, as described in 

Section 3.1.2. Frequency offset tolerance was simulated at different values of �tu`v, using the 
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highest logic frequency (625 MHz) to minimize the effect of logic delays (Figure 3.27). �tu`v � 32 

results in faster searches and more frequent data phase updates, but CDR bandwidth is not 

improved since gains in speed are offset by a decrease in eye detection accuracy, as described in 

Section 3.1.2 (specifically, see Figure 3.9). �tu`v > 32 slows the search process in addition to 

degrading eye detection accuracy, so bandwidth decreases. These results validate the choice of �tu`v � 32 indicated by the theoretical analysis. 

 

Figure 3.28: Power breakdown and scaling performance 

Overall power consumption of the 3-pin system, operating at 9 Gb/s, is 103.3 mW, or 3.8 

pJ/b. Operation at 6 Gb/s allows a slight reduction in the supply voltage and yields an overall 

power consumption of 45.6 mW, or 2.5 pJ/b. A module-by-module breakdown of power 

consumption was inferred by scaling measured results using simulation data (Figure 3.28). By 

reducing the number of clocks required, the shared CDR brings the phase generation power 

consumption in-line with that of the input slicers (senseamps), the next most significant 
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component. Sharing the high-speed re-timing and mismatch counter logic, as well as the low-

speed control logic, helps minimize control logic overhead at the expense of expanding multiplexer 

complexity. Further optimization is possible. As a simple example, this implementation keeps all 

the input slicers running all of the time. Since the slicers exist in pairs of sets per pin (one set 

each for search and data), and only the data set is required unless the pin is being calibrated, it is 

possible to further reduce power consumption by disabling the clocks to the unused slicers. In the 

three-pin implementation, input slicers consume about 31% of the overall power. Adding clock-

gating would allow 2 of the 6 sets of slicers to be disabled, potentially achieving an overall system 

power savings of about 10%. 

Even without such optimizations, the three-pin implementation uses about 32% less power 

than a naïve tripling of the single-pin system. Further scaling benefits can be realized by 

extending the system to wider links. The amount of sharing would ultimately be limited by the 

width of the channel-select multiplexer, the routing to this multiplexer and/or the desired jitter 

and frequency offset tolerance. It is possible to control multiplexer complexity by repeating the 

re-timing and mismatch counter over several subsets of pins in the overall link, and to mitigate 

performance loss due to sharing by increasing the control logic clock, although both these 

approaches sacrifice some of the power efficiency of the shared system. Overall performance of the 

system is summarized in Table 3.1. 

Process 90 nm bulk CMOS 

Data Rate (Gb/s) 3 x 9 

Supply Voltage (V) 
0.9 / 1.2 (6 Gb/s) 
1.0/1.25 (9 Gb/s) 

Power (mW) 
45.7 (6 Gb/s) 

103.34 (9 Gb/s) 

Area (mm2) 0.15 

Power FOM 
(pJ/b) 

2.5 (6 Gb/s) 
3.8 (9 Gb/s) 

Area FOM 
(mm2/Gb/s) 

0.008 (6 Gb/s) 
0.006 (9 Gb/s) 

Table 3.1: Performance summary, 3 x 9 Gb/s ping-pong CDR 
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3.5 Equalization adaptation 

Besides clock recovery and synchronization, the eye-monitoring nature of the ping-pong CDR 

lends itself to equalization adaptation, particularly with non-traditional DFE types for which the 

traditional sign-sign least-mean-squares (SS-LMS) adaptation is not applicable. The ping-pong 

CDR-based equalization adaptation is especially useful in on-chip links; since these tend to be 

highly-parallel and mesochronous, bandwidth is not a concern and the CDR can easily realize the 

power and area advantages of sharing. Additionally, the ping-pong CDR’s all-digital nature 

makes it easy to embed in the midst of large digital systems, such as multi-core processors, where 

long (>1 mm) on-chip links are frequently encountered. 

3.5.1 On-chip links 

 

Figure 3.29: On-chip links, within the context of a two-socket server. Individual CPU chips 
indicated by dashed lines. (a) repeated, full-swing and (b) RC-limited, low-swing links shown. 

A brief discussion of on-chip links is helpful to set the context. Long on-chip wires are very lossy, 

due to the large amount of resistance and capacitance that they experience. The traditional 

approach to maintaining signal integrity across such a channel is to split it up and insert 

repeaters every so often (Figure 3.29(a)), thus limiting the RC load imposed by any single 

segment of the wire and maintaining full signal swing across it [58]. This method is, however, 

power- and area-inefficient; each driver obviously requires a certain amount of power, and in 

modern digital systems that incorporate dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) for power 
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efficiency, the repeaters frequently require their own supply rail to maintain correct operation 

even as the supply voltages of the source and destination (e.g. two microprocessor cores) change. 

In order to work around this, several alternatives have been proposed that reduce the number 

of repeaters required [59], [60]. However, full-swing links are fundamentally limited by the 

relationship between power and voltage [58]: 

 g ∝ ��)Q   

where � is the capacitance being driven and Q is the toggling rate. As voltage scaling has slowed, 

the power required to drive the wire alone will continue to increase untenably as the required 

signalling density (thus, wire capacitance) and data rate rise in future digital systems. 

Reducing on-chip communication power, then, requires reduction of the signal swing so that 

it is less than the supply voltage. Several techniques for low-swing interconnect have been 

proposed, including those that utilize an RF-like transmission line approach [61], [62], or RC-

limited channels [63], [64]. Implementation of on-chip transmission lines is challenging, since 

densely-packed metal wires face high loss and strong coupling to the surrounding metal. In order 

to reduce these parasitics and achieve a sufficient amount of inductance, transmission line 

implementations have to resort to wide-pitch channels, and the use of many layers of the metal 

stack to provide adequate separation between the ground plane and signal line. Furthermore, the 

RF-like approaches require the generation of high-frequency signals, either by upconversion [61] 

or the deliberate generation of high-frequency harmonics [62]. Both of these techniques are power-

hungry and require use of relatively sophisticated analog processing, posing integration challenges 

in large digital systems. 

Conversely, the RC-limited approach seeks to maximize the bandwidth density (measured in Hz/μm of wire pitch) of the communications link, accepting that this may mean that individual 

wires have high loss. The bandwidth density (�) of a link with a structure similar to Figure 3.31 

can be approximated in terms of the Elmore delay (�) of its constituent wires and their pitch (g): 

 � i 12P ∙ � ∙ 2g   

In calculating the Elmore delay, it is traditional to split the wire up into � equal Π segments (as 

in Figure 3.29(b)), then calculate it as: 
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 � � �o � ∙ ��CTv� ∙ ��CTv�
�,-
Cq- � 0 ��CTv ∙ ��CTv2� 0 �pTC v ∙ ��CTv

0 9�pTC v 0 ��CTv:�¡@up 

  

Where �pTC v is the effective resistance of the transmitter driving the wire, �¡@up is the load 

capacitance presented by the receiver, and ��CTv and ��CTv 	are the overall resistance and 

capacitance of the wire, respectively. For long, thin on-chip wires ��CTv ≫ �pTC v and ��CTv ≫�¡@up , so (3.21) reduces to: 

 � i �o � ∙ ��CTv� ∙ ��CTv�
�,-
Cq- � 0 ��CTv ∙ ��CTv2� 	

= ��CTv ∙ ��CTv�) �o ��,-
Cq- � 0 ��CTv ∙ ��CTv2� 	

= ��CTv ∙ ��CTv�) ∙ 9� $ 1:9�:2 0 ��CTv ∙ ��CTv2� 	
= ��CTv ∙ ��CTv2  

  

Using this equation in (3.20) yields: 

 � i 1P��CTv��CTvg   

The resistance of the wire can be straightforwardly estimated as: 

 ��CTv i �� ∙ £�   

Where �� is the resistance-per-square of the wire, £ is its length and � is its width. ��CTv is 

composed of several different components: 

 ��CTv i F�B@= 0 �t@BB@¤ 0 2 ∙ �3G ∙ £   

The complexity of the wire structure makes a purely analytical approach to modelling wire 

capacitance less than useful – attempts to do so produce equations that are too complex for useful 

computation and do little to enhance understanding of the underlying phenomena. Instead, the 

accepted approach is to separate the effects of the various contributing components (such as 

parallel-plate fields and fringing fields) as far as possible, and use curve-fitting to empirical data 

to derive the parameters for these contributions [65]. For example, for �B@= (the capacitance-per-

unit-length to the upper metal layer, which is modelled as a ground plane): 
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 �B@= i SB@= ¥ ��B@= 0 2.04 n �`Cpv�`Cpv 0 0.54 ∙ �B@=s
-.§§ n ++ 0 4.53 ∙ �B@=s

_._§¨   

where SB@= � S_1B@= is the permittivity of the dielectric to the upper ground plane, �B@= is the 

height of this dielectric, + is the height of the wire and �`Cpv � g $ � is the spacing between 

wires. In a similar fashion, 

 �t@BB@¤ i St@BB@¤ n ��t@BB@¤ 0 2.04 | �`Cpv�`Cpv 0 0.54 ∙ �t@BB@¤}-.§§

∙ | ++ 0 4.53 ∙ �t@BB@¤}_._§s 

  

Finally, �3 is the coupling capacitance to the neighbouring (grounded) wires: 

 �3 i S`Cpv ¥1.41 +�`Cpv exp n$ 4�`Cpv� 0 8.01�u ©s 0 2.37 | �� 0 0.31�`Cpv}
_.)«

∙ n �u ©�u © 0 8.96`Cpvs
_.§¬ exp n $2�`Cpv�`Cpv 0 6�u ©s¨ 

  

where �u © � 9�B@= 0 �t@BB@¤:/2. For metal 7 in a typical 9-metal 65 nm process, the foregoing 

analysis yields a bandwidth density optimum when g i 0.7	μm and � i 0.4	μm (Figure 3.30). 

 

Figure 3.30: Bandwidth density (Hz/um) estimated over wire pitches up to 3 um in metal 7 of a 
typical 9-metal 65 nm process 
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Figure 3.31: Bandwidth density-optimized on-chip channel in typical 9-metal 65 nm process, with 
frequency response for 10 mm length. 
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Figure 3.32: Pulse response of channel in Figure 3.31, at 5 Gb/s. 

Although optimized for good bandwidth density, the bandwidth of individual wires is quite low, 

and they experience high channel loss (e.g. 33.6 dB @ 2.5 GHz in Figure 3.31). Equalization is 

necessary to communicate at high data rates over such channels; however, the large number of 

equalization taps required to overcome the long-tail ISI produced by an RC-limited channel 

(Figure 3.32) renders traditional transmitter pre-emphasis and DFE inefficient. Instead, a 

continuous time IIR analog filter can be used to generate the feedback signal for a DFE. In the 

case of an RC-limited on-chip channel, the channel response is simple and can be emulated with a 

simple first-order RC filter [66], [41] (Figure 3.33). 
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Figure 3.33: (a) Classic DFE with discrete-time FIR feedback, and (b) DFE with continuous-time 
RC feedback, replacing all N taps in the FIR feedback. 

While providing compelling power benefits, a DFE using IIR feedback poses an adaptation 

challenge. The passive components of the feedback filter are subject to considerable process 

variation in deep sub-micron CMOS, as are the wire channels themselves. In many-core systems, 

with hundreds or thousands of such links, it becomes infeasible to include sufficient design margin 

to account for these variations, or to provide post-fabrication correction to tune this variability 

away. Instead, on-chip adaptation is required to meet this challenge. Conventional SS-LMS 

techniques used for FIR-feedback DFE adaptation rely on the fact that each tap weight 

independently controls the residual ISI at the corresponding post cursor (e.g. tap h3 affects the 

residual ISI of the 3rd post-cursor) [33]. Since such a relationship does not exist when IIR-feedback 

is used (e.g. in Figure 3.33(b), R and C affect the time constant of the filter, and therefore the 

residual ISI over many post-cursors), alternative means of adaptive equalization need to be found. 

For instance, [67] proposes a pattern-guided method that attempts to minimize ISI by isolating 

the known contributions from pre-determined bit sequence. However, this approach does not 

directly cancel the first (most significant) post-cursor, nor does it account for ISI contributions 

beyond the 3rd post-cursor. 
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3.5.2 Eye-monitor-based adaptive equalization 

The key limitation with pattern-guided approaches to adaptive IIR equalization such as [67] is 

that they need to store and detect long patterns of bits in order to sense long-tail ISI. As the 

pattern depth increases, adaptation decision logic also gets more complex. Using the eye-monitor 

information from the ping-pong CDR avoids this problem, since the eye information is collected 

without relying on specific patterns of bits in the incoming signal. In the course of operation, the 

ping-pong CDR detects the edges of the eye in order to place the data clock. It is a relatively 

simple matter to use this eye-edge information to determine the size of the eye opening, and this 

information can be filtered and used to adapt IIR feedback filter parameters for the optimum eye 

opening size. As a result, the overhead for adding equalization adaptation is minimal – a small 

amount of extra low-frequency logic that can be designed in HDL and synthesized into standard 

cells. 

The ping-pong CDR can handle small frequency offsets; if a frequency offset is present, it will 

distort the eye size estimate by causing one edge of the eye to drift after the other has already 

been found. This distortion can be compensated for by estimating the amount and direction of 

the frequency offset. Let z be the time (in UIs) between UI swaps. Assuming the CDR is 

accurately tracking the center of the eye, the time between UI swaps (see Figure 3.5) is 

approximately the time taken for the frequency offset to cause a single UI worth of drift, so the 

actual clock period can be written: 

 c¡@c. � 1 ∓ 1z � z ∓ 1z 	UI   

where the sign depends on the direction of the frequency offset (positive frequency offset implies 

shorter c¡@c. and vice versa). This can be re-arranged to yield the actual clock frequency: 

 Qc¡@c. = 1c¡@c. = zz ∓ 1 	UI,-	   

So the frequency offset is: 

 ΔQ = Qc¡@c. $ QD@¤QD@¤ = z z ∓ 1' $ 11 = ±1z ∓ 1 	UI,-   

where QD@¤ is the nominal clock frequency. Note that the foregoing derivation is for a full-rate 

clock. In a half-rate system, the clock is twice as long as a UI, so (3.29) becomes: 
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 c¡@c. � 2 ∓ 1z = 2z ∓ 1z 	UI   

 ⇒ ΔQ � Qc¡@c. $ QD@¤QD@¤ � z 2z ∓ 1' $ 1 2'1 2' = ±12z ∓ 1 	UI,-   

As an example, consider a half-rate system where there is a +50 ppm frequency offset. This 

implies that: 

 50	ppm = 12z $ 1	⇒ z i 10,000	UI   

When properly calibrated, the phase generator of the ping-pong CDR has 64 phase positions over 

2 UI. Therefore, 1 UI ≈ 32 phase positions. To determine the amount of frequency offset 

correction that needs to be applied, the control logic can count the number of UIs between UI 

swaps, and scale this value by the number of phase positions per UI (i.e. 32) and the time 

between detections of the eye edges (�, in UIs): 

 �c@TT � [ ∙ 32 ∙ �z 	phase	positions   

where [ indicates the polarity of the correction to be applied, and is determined by: 

 [ � ¶$1, ΔQ � 0 ∧ 9no	UI	swap	 ∨ 	UI	swap	to	lower	phase	position:∨ 9ΔQ � 0 ∧ UI	swap	to	higher	phase	position:1, ΔQ � 0 ∧ 9no	UI	swap ∨ UI	swap	to	lower	phase	position:∨ 9ΔQ < 0 ∧ UI	swap	to	higher	phase	position:    

As an example, consider a half-rate system where the eye opening, S, is 24 phase positions (i.e. 

3/4 UI) and the frequency offset is 50 ppm. The time between detection of the two eye edges can 

be approximated as: 

 � � 9S 0 2� 0 2: ∙ ] ∙ �tu`v 	UI   

where � is the size of the AND/OR filter, �tu`v is the averaging period used by the mismatch 

counter, and ] is the average transition density (see section 3.1.2 for a discussion on these 

parameters). This approximation assumes that the mismatch counter repeats itself once at each 

eye edge. Using � � 4, ] = 0.5 and �tu`v � 32, this yields � = 544. From (3.34), z i 10,000. 

Therefore, the magnitude of the applied correction factor will be: 

 |�c@TT| � 32 ∙ 54410,000 i 1.75 i 2	phase	positions   
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Note that (3.37) ignores the effect of control logic overhead; if the logic is operating at a much 

lower frequency than the data rate in order to save power, � could well be considerably larger, 

increasing the amount of correction required. 

The eye-monitor-based adaptive equalization procedure is split into three basic stages: 

- Initial search: the eye is assumed to be closed, and the filter parameters are sequentially 

swept until the eye-monitor detects an open eye. 

- Guided adaptation: when an open eye if found, the detected eye size is used to guide 

the stepping of filter parameters until an optimum has been found. 

- Converged monitoring: once a presumed optimum has been reached, filter parameters 

are frozen. The detected eye size is monitored, and if it falls below a set threshold, the 

adaptation re-enters the guided adaptation stage. 

The algorithm is run each time the ping-pong CDR generates a new eye opening estimate (i.e. 

when it updates the data clock), and may be described: 

Algorithm 3.1: Eye-monitoring Adaptive Equalizer 
Inputs:   

 �_, �- // edges of the eye, found by ping-pong CDR 
 �c@TT // frequency offset correction (see above) 
Outputs:   
 5 � 9+-, ℎ) …ℎD) // filter parameters 
Persistent variables (and initial states):  
 ¿uccA¤ ← 0 // accumulated eye sizes 
 ÁB©B ← 0 // target average eye size 
 � ← 1 // current filter parameter (∈ {1,2… �}) 
 	 ← 0 // averaging counter 
 5pCT = Fℎ-,pCT …ℎD,pCTG ← (+1…+ 1) // parameter adjustment direction (∈ {$1,+1}) 
 �££�y�Ãl{[ ← false // flag; indicates filter parameters converged 
Parameters:  
 5¤u� � 9+-,¤u� …ℎD,¤u�)	 // maximum possible values of 5 
 5¤CD = Fℎ-,¤CD …ℎD,¤CDG // minimum possible values of 5 
 5`Bv= = Fℎ-,`Bv= …ℎD,`Bv=G // step size for each filter parameter 
 ¿¤CD // minimum valid eye size 
 ¿BdTv`d // back off current filter parameter if current  

// eye size falls below Á=Tv  $ ¿BdTv`d 
 	¤u� // averaging window size 
 � // number of consecutive reversals in a filter  

// parameter before convergence declared 
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1:  ¿ ← �
�9�- $ �_: 0 �c@TT // Calculate the current eye size. 
2:  
3:  if ¿ � ¿¤CD or �-, �_ undefined // If a valid eye opening has not been found, 

4:  INITIAL SEARCH: // run initial search stage: 

5:  �££�y�Ãl{[ ← false // Reset the �££�y�Ãl{[	flag. 
6:  
7:  if +C � +C,¤u� 	 // If current filter parameter is saturated, 

8:   ℎC ← ℎC,¤CD // reset it and 

9:   � ← � + 1 (looping back to 1) // go to the next filter parameter. 
10:  end  

11:  
12:  +C ← +C 0 +C,`Bv= // Increment current filter parameter. 

13: GUIDED ADAPTATION/CONVERGED MONITORING: 

14: else  // If a valid eye has been found, 

15:  ¿uccA¤ ← ¿uccA¤ 0 ¿ // add current eye size to accumulator and 
16:  	 ← 	 0 1 // increment averaging counter. 
17:  
18:  if 	 � 	¤u� 	 // If averaging complete, 

19:   Á ← ¿uccA¤/	¤u� // calculate the current average eye size. 
20:  else if ¿ � ÁB©B $ ¿BdTv`d 

21: 

// Otherwise, if current eye size falls below 
// minimum threshold, 

22:   ¿uccA¤ ← 0 // reset accumulator, 
23:   ÁB©B ← 0 // reset target eye size and 

24:   �££�y�Ãl{[ ← false // reset the �££�y�Ãl{[ flag. 
25:  end  

26:  
27:  if �££�y�Ãl{[ � false // If filter not declared converged, 

28: GUIDED ADAPTATION: // run guided adaptation. 

29:   if Á � ÁB©B // If current average eye size less than target, 

30:    +C,pCT ← $ℎC,pCT // reverse current parameter step direction and 
31:    ℎC ← ℎC + ℎC,pCT ∙ ℎC,`Bv= // step it, so it reverts to its previous value. 

32:   else // Otherwise, 

33:    ÁB©B ← Á 

34:   end 

// current average is better, so it becomes the  
// new target. 

35:     
36:   5c@D  ← 9false … false: 
37: 

// Setup a vector to hold parameter  
// convergence state. 

38:   for k = 1 to n // For each parameter, 

39:    if +. has reversed step direction more than � times consecutively 

40:     +.,c@D  ← true  

41:    end  

42:   end  
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43:    if 5c@D  � 9true … true: // If all individual parameters are converged, 

44:    �££�y�Ãl{[ ← true // set the �££�y�Ãl{[ flag. 
45:   else // Otherwise, 

46:    � ← � 0 1 (looping back to 1) // go to the next filter parameter and 
47:    ℎC ← ℎC + ℎC,pCT ∙ ℎC,`Bv= // step it in the specified direction. 

48:   end  

49:  end  

50: end  

 
Although the mismatch counter in the ping-pong CDR is designed to produce reasonably 

consistent estimates of eye size and location (see section 3.1.2), over finite intervals this estimate 

is nevertheless sequence-dependent. Therefore, the eye size estimates are averaged over 	¤u� 

results before they are used to adapt the equalizer. The equalization adaptation itself proceeds in 

binary or bang-bang (up/down) fashion, changing one filter parameter at a time. This makes the 

adaptation process somewhat slow, especially if there are many parameters to adapt. Typical 

wireline communications channels (whether on-chip or chip-to-chip) do not change much over 

time, however, so this is of little concern. 

 

Figure 3.34: Simulation of ping-pong CDR-based adaptive equalizer, showing stages of operation. 
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The system described was applied to a DFE with first-order IIR feedback (Figure 3.33(b)) 

and simulated in MATLAB, using PRBS-31 data at 5 Gb/s over the RC-limited on-chip channel 

described in Figure 3.31. Figure 3.34 shows a sample simulation run, starting with no eye opening 

and running through the initial search stage until an eye opening is detected. Eye opening 

information is then used to run the guided adaptation until all filter parameters (voltage step and 

resistance in this case) have met the convergence condition specified by �, whereupon the 

converged monitoring phase is entered. During converged monitoring, tap weights are frozen and 

the system monitors the detected eye size; if the eye size ever falls below ÁB©B $ ¿BdTv`d, the system 

returns to the guided adaptation mode. The simulation displayed BER < 10-6, limited only by the 

time necessary to simulate a large number of bits. For the sake of comparison, a conventional 

DFE with 7-tap FIR-based feedback and SS-LMS adaptation run at 3.25 Gb/s over the same 

channel produced roughly equivalent voltage margins at the sample point (Figure 3.35). 

 

Figure 3.35: Histograms of received signal level at sample point, comparing continuous-time IIR 
DFE with ping-pong CDR-based adaptation @ 5 Gb/s (red) against 7-tap FIR DFE with SS-LMS 

adaptation @ 3.25 Gb/s (green) 
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3.6 Summary 

Per pin-phase alignment is an important part of high-speed chip-to-chip interconnect. However, 

the power and area overheads for traditional DLL or PLL-based solutions are prohibitive, and 

simpler alternatives, such as open-loop delay lines, cannot realize the infinite delay range required 

in large, noisy digital systems. The ping-pong CDR overcomes these limitations by pursuing a 

statistical approach to eye detection, using the eye information to optimize the timing margins 

available to the sampling clock. This approach is readily implemented in a highly digital manner, 

and lends itself well to standard synthesis and place-and-route workflows, reducing design time 

and easing integration in highly-scaled CMOS process technologies. 

Further efficiency can be achieved by sharing the ping-pong CDR over multiple data pins. To 

swap functions between data and search, it implements generalized sampling and re-timing paths; 

instead of swapping data and search for one data pin, these paths can be swapped across multiple 

pins. Sharing the CDR in this fashion reduces clocking and control logic overheads, and careful 

selection of the order in which the data pins are calibrated limits the increase in multiplexer and 

signal routing complexity. Although sharing inevitably reduces CDR bandwidth, a 3-pin 

implementation in 90 nm CMOS showed power savings of about 32%. 

Looking beyond chip-to-chip interconnect, the trend towards integrating larger numbers of 

microprocessor cores on a single die has resulted in an increase in the number and length of long 

on-chip wires. Signal integrity considerations for communication over these wires are very similar 

to those in chip-to-chip communication, and timing recovery and adaptive equalization are an 

integral part of on-chip signalling in the many-core era. The ping-pong CDR is a natural fit in 

this environment, since it is easy to integrate and share. Importantly, the eye-monitor data that 

it collects can be used to adapt unconventional DFE types (such as IIR-DFE), which are 

particularly well-suited to the long-tail ISI produced by on-chip wires. 
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Chapter 4: Proximity 

Communication 

The notion of communicating via electrostatic coupling or magnetic induction found its genesis 

early in the development of wireless communication technology. Initial attempts predate Hertz’s 

discovery of electromagnetic waves (as predicted by Maxwell) in 1887; for example, in 1885 

Edison filed a patent describing a wireless telegraphy system using capacitive coupling between 

plates (‘condensing-surfaces’) suspended in the masts of ships, from tall poles or from balloons, 

with the intervening air acting as the dielectric [68]. Although this (rather ambitious) scheme was 

never tested, the same idea formed the basis of a system designed for communications with a 

moving train, involving capacitive coupling between a plate spanning the entire length of a rail 

car and existing telegraph wires next to the track [69], [70]. Although successfully demonstrated 

and actually implemented commercially, lack of demand caused the end of service; apparently 

business travellers at the time preferred ‘to be free from telegrams of all sorts “while on the wing”’ 

[70] – a stark contrast to today’s demand for pervasive mobile communication. 

Experiments were also attempted using inductive coupling. In 1892, Charles A. Stevenson, of 

the Northern Lighthouse Board in Edinburgh and naturally concerned with the problems of 

navigation off-shore in inclement weather, proposed laying a underwater cable extending from a 

shore-based transmitter, over which a ship could pass. The ship itself would have a wire extended 

along its length, terminated in coils at each end. The coils would pick up the magnetic field 

induced by the submerged cable as the ship crossed over, allowing the ship to determine its 

heading and/or location. He later experimented with both coil-to-coil and parallel-wire inductive 

coupling systems, successfully communicating over a distance of 870 yards. An agreement was 

reached to install a similar system for the purpose of communicating to a lighthouse on Muckle 

Flugga, and island off the coast Scotland; financial difficulties eventually ended the project [70]. 
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Perhaps the most impressive of these early attempts, both in terms of the distance of 

communication as well as the size of the coupled elements used, was made by Sir William H. 

Preece, a Welsh engineer. In 1894, he constructed an inductively-coupled telegraph link, spanning 

a 4 mile distance across the Kilbrannan Sound in Scotland. The parallel wires used were between 

2 and 4 miles long, and Preece ultimately concluded that the length of the wires needed to be at 

least equal the distance between them in order to facilitate reliable communication, making the 

system impractical for most purposes. It did, however, find a few notable uses, the first of which 

occurred when the regular cable telegraph between the Isle of Mull and Oban (again in Scotland) 

broke down on March 30, 1895. A 1.5 mile wire was stretched along the ground in the nearby 

Morven peninsula, and communication was successfully established by coupling to an existing 

telephone wire on the Isle of Mull, allowing the continuance of telegraph operation until the 

regular cable was repaired a week later [70]. 

The advent of radio-frequency (in the parlance of the time, ‘Hertzian wave’) communication, 

which could achieve much superior range with more reasonably-sized transmitters/receivers,  

rendered attempts at signalling via capacitive or inductive coupling obsolete. As a result, the field 

languished for almost a century until the advent of IC design and CMOS scaling sparked a rapid 

rise in the complexity of electronic systems, and a corresponding decrease in their physical form-

factor. In this context, the idea of using capacitive or inductive coupling resurfaced, no longer for 

wireless communication over long distances, but instead to enable short-distance wireless 

communication - first as a way to increase interconnect density between chip and package [71], 

and later to facilitate chip-to-chip communication for 3D integration [72], [9], [73]. The short-

distance nature of such interconnect led to it being named ‘Proximity Communication’, and it has 

assumed three primary forms: the capacitive and inductive types familiar from earlier 

experiments, and an optical type enabled by recent developments in silicon photonics [74]. 

By focusing attention on only the short (microns-to-millimetres) distances required for in-

package communication, more recent attempts at capacitively or inductively coupled 

communication avoid the range and size issues faced by earlier investigations attempting to span 

miles-long distances. Indeed, because the coupled elements (whether plates of a capacitor or 

spirals of an inductor) can be realized in the existing metal stack of the IC (therefore requiring no 
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special new processing steps), and no physical connection need be made (avoiding yield issues 

inherent in the bump-bonding process, and eliminating the requirement for ESD structures, which 

consume valuable die area and add parasitic load), proximity communication can achieve 

densities in excess of traditional wired connections in a cost-competitive way.  

4.1 Capacitive Proximity Interconnect 
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Figure 4.1: Basic structure of capacitive proximity interconnect, with equivalent circuit 

At its heart, capacitive proximity interconnect uses small metal plates in the uppermost 

(typically, pad-level) metal layer of two ICs. When these ICs are brought close together and face-

to-face, the plates in both chips form capacitors that allow information to be sent from one side 

to the other (Figure 4.1). The transfer function, from transmitter to receiver, is a straightforward 

capacitive voltage divider: 

 59�: � �T��B� � �3�3 0 �Æ) 0 �T�   

where �T� is the input capacitance of the receiver.  

The area of the plates (Ç) to be used is an important design parameter. Assuming that the 

plates are relatively large compared to the distance between them 9[3), parallel-plate fields will 

essentially dominate the coupling capacitance (�3). Since the distance, [Æ, between plate and 
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ground plane (on some lower-level metal layer) is likely to be small as well, the same can be said 

for �Æ). Therefore, the two capacitances can be expressed as: 

 �3 i Ç ∙ SvÈÈ ∙ S_[3 , �Æ) i Ç ∙ S@� ∙ S_[Æ    

where SvÈÈ is the effective dielectric constant between the two plates, and S@� is the dielectric 

constant of the oxide (or, in more advanced processes, low-k dielectric) between the metal layers. 

Substituting these relationships into (4.1) yields: 

 59�: i Ç ∙ SvÈÈ ∙ S_[3Ç ∙ SvÈÈ ∙ S_[3 0 Ç ∙ S@� ∙ S_[Æ 0 �T�    

Since �T� is independent of Ç, gain from transmitter to receiver will increase with Ç, albeit with 

diminishing returns, until �3 0 �Æ) ≫ �T�. At this point, any further enlargement of plate area 

serves to increase coupling capacitance and parasitic capacitance equally and maximum gain has 

been achieved: 

 59�: i SvÈÈ[3SvÈÈ[3 0 S@�[Æ
� SvÈÈ ∙ [ÆSvÈÈ ∙ [Æ 0 S@� ∙ [3   

In principle, then, the maximum useful plate size occurs when 

 Ç ≫ �T� ∙ [3 ∙ [ÆS_FSvÈÈ ∙ [Æ 0 S@� ∙ [3G   

In practice, determining the optimum plate size is complicated by the fact that neither the 

dielectric between the two plates nor that between the metal layers is homogenous, the presence 

of adjacent plates in the array, crosstalk considerations, the effect of plate size on wiring 

parasitics, the desired communication density and other concerns. 

Since the value of a parallel-plate capacitor is inversely proportional to the distance between 

the plates (i.e. �3 ∝ 1/[3), capacitive proximity interconnect tends to be very sensitive to 

misalignment between the two chips. As a result, alignment needs to be very well controlled (< 

10 µm offset in any direction) unless steps are taken to adapt the array to non-ideal alignment 

[10]. Such adaptation naturally requires a means to sense the alignment in the first place, and 

approaches to tackling this problem are described in sub-section 4.1.2. 
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4.1.1 Transmitter and receiver design 

 

Figure 4.2: Capacitive link, showing transmit driver resistance and receiver bias resistance 

The transfer function of the capacitive link (4.1) is ideally frequency-independent. This suggests 

that relatively simple transmitter and receiver circuits should be possible, with no need for 

complex pre-emphasis or equalization schemes. However, the output resistance of the transmitter 

and the resistance of the receiver’s input bias circuitry create a band-pass filter (Figure 4.2), 

modifying the overall link transfer function to: 

 59�: � �T��CD
� ��cF1 0 ��tCu`9�Æ) 0 �T� 0 �3:GF1 0 ��B�9�Æ- 0 �B� 0 �3:G $ �)�3)�B� 

  

Since the coupling capacitance (�3) is generally much lower than either parasitic capacitance 

(�Æ) 0 �T� or �Æ- 0 �B�), the transfer function can be simplified: 

 59�: i ��cF1 0 ��tCu`9�Æ) 0 �T�:GF1 0 ��B�9�Æ- 0 �B�:G   

In general, �Æ) 0 �T� i �Æ- 0 �B� and �tCu` > �B�, so the passband exists between 

 ;¡ i 1�tCu`9�Æ) 0 �T�: , ;d i 1�B�9�Æ- 0 �B�:   

�B� and the parasitic capacitances should be kept as small as possible in order to avoid the need 

for equalization. This is not normally a challenge for data rates up to 10 Gb/s; for example, if a 

simple inverter is used as the transmitter, �B� (in a typical 65 nm CMOS process) can easily be 

made < 500 Ω. Plate sizes range from 20x20 µm [73] to 35x35 µm [9], for parasitic capacitances < 

50 fF, so Qd > 6.4 GHz. 
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On the other hand, achieving a high �tCu`, such that the passband extends low enough to 

support the transmission of baseband signals, is somewhat more challenging. A simple resistor 

will not do, since there is rarely enough space on-chip to implement resistances in the 10’s to 

100’s of MΩ required to push the passband below 1 MHz; in any case, such a large resistor would 

add a significant amount of parasitic capacitance at the receiver, reducing the passband gain 

substantially. 

One way to deal with this problem is to simply accept that a certain amount of high-pass 

filtering is going to happen, and use a variable-threshold input comparator at the receiver to 

detect the voltage pulses that occur when there is a transition in the transmitted signal. For 

example, the design in [9] used a set of weak feedback switches (M1 and M2 in Figure 4.3) to 

drive the receiver plate to a high (�d) or low (�¡) bias voltage after each transition in the input 

signal. The output of the inverter-based input comparator would therefore stay stable until a 

subsequent transition in the input signal caused a voltage pulse large enough to cross its 

threshold voltage. The key challenge to this design is generating �d and �¡ reliably, at values far 

away enough from the nominal comparator threshold voltage to tolerate process variation and 

provide some level of noise margin, while still setting them close enough to the threshold so that 

even very small pulses can be detected, in the event that coupling between the two plates is poor. 
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Figure 4.3: Variable-threshold comparator used as a receiver in a capacitive proximity 
interconnect, with waveforms showing principle of operation 

An important disadvantage of this approach is that the feedback switches will contend with 

the voltage pulse, so weakening it. The solution to this problem is to take a precharge-and-

evaluate approach. During the precharge phase, the bias point is defined by shorting the receive 

plate to a known voltage. During the evaluate phase, the plate is allowed to float, and responds 
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to transitions in the input. This response can be amplified and then re-timed using a flip-flop or 

senseamp (Figure 4.4). This method that has been applied both to synchronous (i.e. clocked) [73], 

[75] as well as asynchronous [76] capacitive proximity interconnect. In the synchronous case, its 

primary disadvantage is that half the clock period (when it is high, say) is expended in the 

precharge phase, reducing the available timing margin. 
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Figure 4.4: Example precharge-and-evaluate input stage (adapted from [75]). During precharge 
(clock is high), bias point is set by shorting the input and output of the input inverter stage, 

causing it to enter its metastable state. The D flip-flop evaluates the current bit at the rising edge 
of the clock 
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Figure 4.5: High Rbias achieved using leakage device 

The most direct approach avoids the timing requirements of the precharge-and-evaluate 

method by using a leakage device to define the DC bias [10] (Figure 4.5). By taking advantage of 

the small sub-threshold current in deep sub-micron transistors, a sufficiently high (if poorly 

defined) effective �tCu` can be achieved. However, precisely because �tCu` is so large, the receiver 

input is only very weakly tied to its bias voltage. As a result, the transmitted bit sequence needs 

to be close to (but not exactly) DC balanced to prevent large drifts in the bias point. 
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4.1.2 Sensing and adapting to misalignment 

z
θz

yθy

x
θxChip 2

Chip 1  

Figure 4.6: Chip-to-chip alignment can be described in terms of 6 axes: 3 linear (x, y and z) and 3 
angular (θx, θy, θz) 

As described above, capacitive coupling is very sensitive to the alignment between the plates in 

the two chips. Although manufacturing techniques exist to ensure the vertical (z-axis in Figure 

4.6) separation between the two chips is small [77], vibration or thermal expansion may cause the 

in-plane (x- and y-axis) alignment between the two chips to vary over time. A means of sensing 

these changes in alignment and adapting the capacitive link to them are therefore important. 

Alignment sensors come in two different basic types – those that use a dedicated set of 

plates/bars, and those that use the existing communication array to sense alignment. Dedicated 

sensing arrays have obvious advantages: they are not restricted to the plate geometries and sizes 

optimal for communication and can use specialized sensing circuitry without fear of imposing an 

excessive load on the communications link. As a result, they can achieve better resolution than 

sensors embedded in the communication array. However, the structures that result can be quite 

large (as much as several times the size of the communication array itself [78]), reducing 

communication density versus using the same set of plates for communication and alignment. 

Sensors sharing plates with the communication array have the additional advantage of measuring 

the link quality directly, which is particularly useful in designs where limited computational 

power is available and calculating link quality based on the output of dedicated alignment sensors 

is prohibitively expensive. 

Naturally, dedicated alignment sensors have assumed many different shapes. One approach 

uses sets of bars in the two chips, each chip having a different number of bars spread over the 

same distance [9], [10], [78]. The result is a vernier system whose accuracy is defined by the 
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difference in pitch between the two sets of bars. Measurements are taken by stimulating a 

transmitting set of bars with positive or negative edges (alternating between bars), amplifying the 

received waveform at the opposing set of bars and capturing the result using a flip-flop. 

Depending on which transmitting bar each receiver happens to be closer to, the captured result 

will either be a high or low, and the overall bit pattern will indicate the relative alignment 

between the two chips. This vernier bar system has the advantage of high accuracy (as good as 1 

µm has been achieved [78]), and is easy to use since its output is inherently digital. On its own, 

however, it is incapable of measuring z-axis separation, and therefore covers only three (x, y and θz) axes out of the six. Additionally, due to the high-pass nature of the channel (a feedback 

resistor is used to bias the receiver amplifier), the clock edge used to capture the result (Rx Edge) 

must be well-timed with respect to the stimulus edge at the transmitter (Tx Edge). 
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Figure 4.7: Vernier bar-based alignment sensor [9]. Output of flip-flop depends on the most 
strongly coupled transmitter bar, and can be unknown (‘X’) if two adjacent transmitter bars are 

equally-well coupled 

The vernier bar arrangement can be modified to sense z-axis (and, by comparing results 

across the array, θx and θy) alignment by adding a rectifier to the sensing circuitry [78]. When a 

clock signal is feed to the transmitting bar, the rectifier captures the amplitude arriving at the 
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receiver, from which the amount of coupling between the two can be inferred. Comparisons with 

field-solver simulations can then be used to determine the z-axis separation between the two 

chips. 
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Figure 4.8: Multi-plate alignment sensor with passive target chip [79], for (a) in-plane (x- and y-
axis) alignment and (b) vertical (z-axis) alignment, showing equivalent circuits 

The amplitude of a coupled signal can also provide alignment information in the case where 

one of the chips is unpowered and therefore incapable of driving a stimulus. A multi-plate (2 

plates for z-axis sensing, and 3 for x- or y-axis) design is used [79] (Figure 4.8), where one of the 

plates is used to couple in a stimulus from the powered sensor chip to the passive target chip. 

This stimulus is then coupled back onto the sensor chip using the remaining plate(s), so that 

alignment can be measured. A limitation of this method is the requirement for sufficient coupling 

to all three (or two) plates in order for the sensor to function correctly, so these plates need to be 

big enough to accommodate any anticipated misalignment. Both this method, as well as the z-

axis extension to the vernier bar method described previously, produce an analog voltage as 

output. Consequently, a further analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is required if the results are to 

be used for array adaptation. 
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Figure 4.9: Ring oscillator-based alignment sensor [80] 

Embedding an alignment sensor into the communication array is appealing where available 

power and space are limited. For example, an embedded alignment sensor has been used in a 

capacitively coupled power delivery and communications system to ultra-low-power sensor chips 

[80]. In this case, a ring oscillator was associated with each communications/sensor plate, with the 

plate acting as a load on one stage of the ring oscillator (Figure 4.9). Since the plate coupling 

capacitance (CC) increases when it is better-coupled to a plate in the opposing chip, and the ring 

oscillator output frequency is dependent on the amount of capacitance seen by the plate, 

alignment can be determined by counting the number of ring oscillator periods over a specified 

time interval. By using delay, rather than voltage, as the intermediate quantity between 

alignment and digital output, this scheme is able to use a much simpler, more compact and 

lower-power ADC. An additional advantage is its ability to generate (in principle) infinite 

resolution by simply allowing the ring oscillator period counter to run for longer intervals, noting 

the number of times it rolls over. In practical terms, resolution is limited by the available waiting 

time, as well as power supply, crosstalk or other noise. Indeed, care has to be taken to ensure that 

such noise does not cause ring oscillators from different plates to injection-lock to each other, 

degrading results. By attempting to sense an undriven capacitance, this scheme is limited in its 

ability to distinguish between capacitance that results from coupling between plates and that 

from the ground-plane under the plates. Furthermore, the need to embed a whole ring-oscillator 

and set of counters (although certainly superior to a voltage-based system) does ultimately limit 

the achievable sensor plate density (e.g. to a pitch of about 55 µm in [80]). 
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Figure 4.10: Adaptation of transmitter array to receiver array alignment [81] 

Once the alignment has been determined, the transceiver arrays need to be adapted to 

optimize communication for that alignment. The basic principle is quite straightforward – split 

one of either the transmitter or receiver arrays up into smaller plates, then combine those plates 

together to maximize overlap between transmitter and receiver (Figure 4.10). Since combining the 

plates together involves switches and wiring, all of which add extra parasitic capacitance, it 

makes more sense to split up the transmitter plates (where the only penalty is extra power 

consumption) than the receiver plates (where the penalty is a reduction in gain from transmitter 

to receiver), and this is indeed the approach taken by most high-data-rate implementations (e.g. 

[81], [10]). Other considerations may force a different approach, however – for example, if the 

same array is used both to deliver power to, as well as receive data from, a coupled chip [80]. 

Another important consideration is the range of plates over which a particular data pin should be 

steerable. Greater flexibility requires more complex wiring and a larger number of multiplexers, 

rapidly complicating design. As such, the desired misalignment tolerance needs to be carefully 

determined before designing the switch fabric. 
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4.2 Inductive Proximity Interconnect 

The primary limitation of capacitively-coupled proximity interconnect is range – as described 

above, typical implementations call for alignments better than 10 µm in any directions, and take 

considerable pains to sense any misalignment and correct for it as well as possible. For face-to-

face communication between two stacked chips, this is a surmountable obstacle. However, for 

multi-chip stacking applications, or scenarios where one of the chips has to face away from the 

other (e.g. if the bottom chip is flip-chip bonded and therefore face-down), the longer-range 

inductively-coupled links become an appealing alternative [82]. 
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Figure 4.11: Circular wire loops for calculation of mutual inductance 

Whereas capacitively-coupled proximity interconnect relies fundamentally on the capacitance 

achieved between two parallel plates, which scales inversely with plate separation and is therefore 

limited in range (4.2), inductive coupling uses the mutual inductance achieved between two coils 

of wire. This decays less quickly with distance than (mutual) capacitance; as a simple example, 

consider the mutual inductance between two single loops of wire (Figure 4.11). From [83]: 

 m � ^_Jl-l) É|2
 $ 
}19
: $ 2
 �9
:Ê   

Where 19
: and �9
: are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively, 

and 

 
 � \ 4l-l)9l- 0 l):) 0 [)   

The rate of decay in mutual inductance between two loops is compared with that of capacitance 

between two parallel plates (excluding fringing fields) in Figure 4.12; it is readily apparent from 

this comparison that the mutual inductance decays much more slowly. Note that this simple 
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comparison excludes the effects of multiple coils in the coupled inductor, which would increase 

the mutual inductance and make the comparison even starker. 

 

Figure 4.12: Comparison of mutual inductance between two single-loop wires with r1 = r2 = 50 
µm and capacitance between two 50x50 µm square parallel plates in silicon dioxide (εr = 3.9), 

over different amounts of separation 

An alternative way to characterize the mutual inductance is via the coupling coefficient, �, 

which is useful since it measures the mutual inductance as a proportion of the self-inductance. In 

general, 

 � � mJe-e)   

where e- and e) are the self-inductances of the two coils. The self-inductance of a circular wire 

loop with one turn is given by [83] 

 e i ^_l |ln 8l� $ 2}   

where l is the radius of the loop and � is the radius of the wire. If l- � l) � l (hence, e- � e)), 

(4.11) becomes 
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 � � m^_l %ln 8l� $ 2(   

Figure 4.13 plots the coupling coefficient for the same loops as those used for Figure 4.12. Since 

the self-inductance of the loops does not change with separation, the shape of the curve is the 

same as that for the normalized mutual inductance. 

 

Figure 4.13: Coupling co-efficient between two single-loop wires with r1 = r2 = 50 µm, over 
different amounts of separation 
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Figure 4.14: Ideal inductively-coupled link, with equivalent circuit 

The transfer characteristics of an inductively-coupled proximity link can be derived in much 

the same way as those for a capacitively-coupled one, with the exception that the input is better 
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modelled as a current rather than a voltage. Taking first the simple case, where the inductors are 

ideal and have no loss or associated parasitic capacitance (Figure 4.14): 

 59�: � �T��B� � � ∙ m � � ∙ �Je-e)   

suggesting that the link acts as a differentiator, and has a transfer characteristic dependent only 

on the mutual inductance. 
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Figure 4.15: Inductively-coupled link with parasitics. 

 The introduction of inductor parasitics change this picture considerably; Figure 4.15 provides 

an equivalent circuit model of these parasitics, where Rp1 and Rp2 are coil resistances, Cp1 and Cp2 

include both the coil parasitic capacitance and the transmitter output capacitance or receiver 

input capacitance, respectively, and Rtx is the output resistance of the transmitter. Note that the 

inductor parasitics have been lumped into single elements, a reasonable approximation since the 

inductors used have diameters < 100 µm and the wavelength in silicon dioxide is approximately 

7.7 mm @ 10 GHz. A full analytical expression for the transfer characteristic of this circuit is too 

complex to provide useful insight into its operation. Instead, it is helpful to observe that the 

input impedance of the receiver is very high (it is primarily a small capacitance) for the <10 GHz 

frequencies being considered. As a result, the currents induced in the receiver coil are very small, 

and there is only a small amount of feedback current induced in transmitter coil [82]. It is 

therefore possible to approximate the coupled coils as a unilateral system, yielding the equivalent 

circuit in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16: Simplified inductively-coupled link model, using a unilateral coupled inductor 
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This has transfer function: 

 59�: � �T��B� � �m ∙ �B��)�B��=-e- 0 �F�=-�B��=-G 0 �B� 0 �=-
∙ 1�)�=)e) 0 ��=)�=) 0 1 

  

The first term is clearly the current derivative response of the ideal link described in (4.14), while 

the second and third terms are second-order LPFs created by the transmitter and receiver 

parasitics, respectively. The resonant frequencies for these filters are: 

 ;_,B� � \�B� 0 �=-�B��=-e- i 1J�=-e- , ;_,T� � 1J�=)e)   

The approximation in ;_,B� can be made since the current source used to drive the link generally 

has �B� ≫ �=-. The bandwidths are: 

 ;t,B� � �=-e- , ;t,T� � �=)e)    

The peak in the frequency response introduced by the second-order LPFs is detrimental to the 

performance of the link, since the resulting ringing creates ISI. Although the ringing can be 

reduced by adding de-Q resistors in series with both the receiver and transmitter coils, this has 

not been done in existing designs. Instead, they have simply limited data rates such that [8] 

 t > 4PQ_   

where t is the bit period. �=-, �=), e- and e) can generally be made small enough to ensure that 

this criteria is met for the data rates desired (as high as 11 Gb/s [84]). 

The accuracy of the simplified circuit is assessed by comparing its frequency response against 

that of the unsimplified circuit in Figure 4.17, which shows good correspondence between the two 

over the frequency band of interest (i.e. below the peak in the response, which causes ISI), with 

error < 10 % up to about 6.9 GHz.  
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Figure 4.17: Magnitude response of circuit with full parasitic model, compared with simplified 
circuit using unilateralized coupled inductor model, with L1 = L2 = 5 nH, k = 0.2, Rp1 = Rp2 = 

100 Ω, Rtx = 10 kΩ, Cp1 = 75 fF and Cp2 =100 fF 

4.2.1 Transmitter and receiver design 
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Figure 4.18: Constant-current transmitters: (a) H-bridge, (b) CML-based and (c) operation 
waveforms 

As outlined above, careful design of the coupled inductors is necessary to ensure a clean channel 

response and prevent ISI. The next challenge is designing transmitter and receiver circuitry; since 
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the channel acts like a differentiator, a major concern is amplifying and synchronizing the 

resulting voltage pulses at the receiver. 

The simpler form of transmitter is the constant current type. As their name implies, these 

designs send a current through the transmitter coil whose direction depends on the value of the 

bit to be transmitted; when the bit changes, the current direction is reversed and the 

corresponding gradient produces a voltage pulse at the receiver coil. There are two basic 

implementations of such a design, one of which uses complementary transistor pairs in an H-

bridge configuration to switch currents (Figure 4.18(a)) [84]. The other uses a CML-style 

arrangement, with a tail current source and switches to direct the current flow in a center-tapped 

transmit coil connected to the supply (Figure 4.18(b)) [8]. In general, the complementary-pair H-

bridge arrangement is preferred for its more straightforward design, but the CML-style approach 

finds application when NMOS devices are significantly faster than PMOS devices (or PMOS 

devices are simply unavailable), such as in DRAM processes [8]. The use of a tail transistor to 

define the output current does provide a measure of flexibility in the design, since adjusting its 

bias point can change the output current amplitude – useful for saving power and/or adjusting 

for process, voltage or temperature (PVT) variation. 
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Figure 4.19: Variable-threshold comparators: (a) CML-based, (b) inverter-based and (c) operation 
waveforms 
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Since the constant-current transmitter only generates one change in current value per bit 

transition, the receiver likewise sees only a single pulse per bit transition. This eases timing 

margins by allowing the use of an asynchronous variable-threshold comparator prior to the input 

slicer/retiming circuitry (Figure 4.19), in a fashion similar to that used by the capacitive link in 

Figure 4.3. However, the constant current draw increases the power consumption of these 

transmitters substantially. 
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Figure 4.20: Pulsed-current transmitters: (a) H-bridge with delay line, (b) single-ended with 
storage capacitor and (c) operation waveforms, showing small timing margin available at receiver 

The alternative is to pulse the transmitter current output, either by introducing a delay line 

to the H-bridge complementary pair (Figure 4.20(a)) [82], or by using a single inverter and 

storing the charge drawn through the inductor on a capacitor (Figure 4.20(b)) [7]. This capacitor 

essentially emulates the function of the second inverter in the H-bridge and reduces power 

consumption, but leakage limits the number of consecutive identical digits (CID, i.e. long runs of 

1’s or 0’s) that can be tolerated. 

Although the pulsed-current design does reduce the power required at the transmitter, it 

creates a timing issue at the receiver. Every bit transition creates now creates a current pulse 

instead of a current transition, the result of which is a pair of complementary voltage pulses at 

the receiver (Figure 4.20(c)). The complementary nature of the pulses (one positive, one negative) 

precludes the use of a variable-threshold amplifier. Instead, designs have used strongARM latches 

to amplify the input signal and slice it; timing the clock of these slicers so that they accurately 

capture the first voltage pulse is critical and difficult, given the short duration of the pulse. 
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The relative strengths and weaknesses of the two transmitter design approaches mean that 

they are each suited for different regions of operation. At lower data rates (1.25 Gb/s in [82] and 

1 Gb/s in [7]), the pulsed-current approach is preferred because it offers a greater potential for 

power savings (pulse widths can be made a much smaller fraction of a UI than at higher data 

rates), and timing margins are less tight. In contrast, as data rates increase, generating and 

distributing clocks that can track the strict timing requirements of a pulsed-current transmitter 

becomes a prohibitively difficult and power-hungry exercise – to such a point, indeed, that the 

excess power required for clock and timing simply overwhelms any potential power efficiency that 

might be realized with a pulsed-current transmitter. As a result, high-data-rate inductively-

coupled links have tended to use the constant-current methodology [84], [8]. 

4.3 Proximity Interconnect for Low-power 

Systems 

The approaches to proximity interconnect described above have (with one exception [80]) focused 

exclusively on 3D integration for multi-Gb/s links in high-performance computing systems. These 

designs have therefore focused on achieving the highest possible data rate density (100’s of 

Gb/s/mm2) with reasonable power consumption (as low as 1 pJ/bit [8]), and have assumed that 

reasonably good alignment (within 10’s of µm in the case of inductive links, < 10 µm for 

capacitive links) could be achieved in straightforward manner during system assembly using, for 

example, the technique described in [74]. 
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Figure 4.21: Survey of wearable and implantable biomedical devices reported in ISSCC between 
2010 and 2013 

Considerations for ultra-low-power, low-data-rate links such as those used in biomedical 

implants and ubiquitous-computing applications are quite different. A survey of implantable and 

wearable devices for biomedical applications reported in the International Solid-State Circuits 

Conference from 2010-2013 (Figure 4.21) is quite informative. The survey covers a broad range of 

devices (signal acquisition frontends [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], a sensing system for a tongue-

computer interface [90], retinal prosthesis SoCs [91], [92], a wirelessly-powered locomotive implant 

[93], transcutaneous links [94], [95], an intraocular pressure sensor [96], and body-area networks 

for sleep monitoring [97] and ECG [98]), and shows that reasonable biomedical data loads lie in 

the region of 10 kb/s to 30 Mb/s, with total system power consumption < 100 mW. This stands 

in stark contrast with the high-performance systems mentioned previously, which typically have 

data rates in the 10’s to 100’s of Gb/s and power consumption > 100 W (Table 1.1). In this 

environment, energy efficiency becomes the overriding concern. 

A further concern for low-power devices is mechanical alignment. Since they are intended to 

be cheaply assembled, many of the processing techniques that ensure good alignment in high-
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performance proximity interconnect are simply uneconomical. In addition, the environments 

where these low-power devices find themselves can be more hostile to alignment than the typical 

workstation or server – vibration, tissue growth and other movement can jostle and warp the 

device so that alignment between chips changes considerably over time. In this context, the 

ability to sense changes in alignment and adapt to them becomes an even more important 

consideration than in the high-performance space, where the primary concern is thermal 

expansion (e.g. [81], where misalignment is compensated for only up to +/- 25 µm). 

The twin demands for energy efficiency and misalignment tolerance can be contradictory; for 

instance, the need for misalignment tolerance suggests the use of inductively-coupled proximity 

links, since they have longer range. At <100 Mbps data rates, current-pulse-based designs are a 

necessity in order to save power – yet these designs tighten timing requirements considerably if 

the pulses are short enough to save a meaningful amount of power. As a result, complex timing 

recovery is required, which, compared to the straightforward timing recovery typically required 

for such low data rates, can negate the power saved by using pulsed-current transmitters.  

To compound matters, inductively-coupled links do not lend themselves well to use as 

alignment sensors. The size of inductors required (e.g. 60 µm and 79 µm diameters at 110 µm 

pitch in [8]) is typically much larger than that for capacitive plates (e.g. 30x30 µm at 36 µm pitch 

in [10]), and inductive coupling has better range; both these properties conspire to reduce 

achievable alignment-sensor resolution. The intrinsic high-pass transimpedance of an inductive 

link is also a drawback – the short voltage pulses produced at the receiver are inherently more 

difficult to quantize than the square waves produced by the relatively benign transfer function of 

a properly-designed capacitive link, thus complicating measurements of mutual inductance. 

Capacitively-coupled proximity interconnect, on the other hand, poses much less of a power 

and timing problem and is much more amenable to alignment-sensing operations. However, 

existing approaches face a number of challenges. Specialized alignment sensors using a separate 

set of plates [78], [79] require more area of the two chips to be aligned (both the alignment sensor 

and the communication array need to be in alignment), limiting flexibility. They also require link 

quality to be inferred from alignment data, instead of directly measuring it, a relatively costly 

operation within the context of low-power devices having limited memory and processor 
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resources. Alignment sensors which share plates with the communication array avoid the need for 

link quality inference calculation and limit the area of alignment between the two chips to the 

communication array only. However, embedding all the alignment sensing and digitization 

circuitry under each plate makes plate pitch unacceptably large. 

Adequately addressing the power, alignment sensing and adaptation demands of proximity 

interconnect for low-power devices, such as those that might be used in Brick-and-Mortar design 

or origami biomedical implants, requires an innovative method for embedding an alignment 

sensor into the communications array. Echoing the themes mentioned for the design of wireline 

links in the context of high-performance systems in section 2.4, multi-functional hardware that 

can be used for both communication and alignment sensing, and that is shared between plates 

wherever possible, is vital to reduce power consumption, improve robustness to misalignment and 

increase plate density, thus improving performance in both communication and alignment sensing 

contexts. 
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Chapter 5: Capacitive Proximity 

Communication for Origami 

Implants 

Designers of medical implants face three primary challenges: size, cost and power consumption. 

At the same time, there is a desire for an increase in the capability of these implants – both in 

terms of an expansion in the scale of current functionality, such as increasing the number of 

electrodes in neural recording or retinal prosthesis implants, as well as adding new functionality. 

Size and power considerations have driven the use of specialized, highly-integrated system-on-chip 

designs (e.g. [86], [88], [89], [92]), which can be cost-prohibitive for the low-volume applications 

typical in the biomedical market. Additionally, as described in Section 1.3, increasing the scale of 

existing functionality can make even highly-integrated designs, such as a thousand-electrode 

retinal prosthesis, approach the limits of implant size in small and delicate organs such as the eye. 

Given the low leakage power and high voltage tolerances typically required of biomedical 

implants, it seems unlikely that CMOS scaling alone can provide the size reductions required to 

meet future demands for increased capability; even if it can, increased development complexity 

and mask costs will certainly exacerbate already steep development costs and long times-to-

market. 

In order to address concerns of size and cost, large systems can be split into multiple chips 

and connected using 3D integration techniques. Previous research has demonstrated the viability 

of the polymer Parylene-C as a biocompatible substrate to encapsulate ICs, break-out 

connectivity and integrate discrete components such as capacitors [16], and its flexibility and 

robustness permits the construction of foldable, squashable structures such as an inductive coil 

[17]. It therefore provides an appealing foundation for the design of implants that can be folded 

compactly for implantation and then deployed into operating configuration inside the body, 
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minimizing the invasiveness of implantation. Additionally, this engineered or origami folding 

technique can be used to realize mechanically useful shapes, such as conforming a retinal 

prosthesis to the back of the eye, which can improve electrode contact and make stimulation 

more effective. This concept can be further extended to address the high cost of developing 

custom SoC designs for each new implant; electronics can be partitioned into commonly-used 

functional blocks, mass-produced as ICs that are embedded into parylene library modules. 

Custom implants can be assembled from these modules, reducing the cost of development and 

time-to-market. 

Proximity communication provides a compelling way to achieve chip-to-chip communication 

in the context of modular origami implants. The ICs in an origami implant can be placed face-to-

face, across folds and between modules, and the plates or inductors forming the coupled link can 

be realized using the existing metal stack, so the cost of integration is low. Since the origami 

implant should be as simple as possible to assemble and is deployed in-body, the alignment 

between the communicating chips will be poorly controlled, and will change over time due to 

patient movement and tissue growth. The requirements for extremely low power, alignment 

sensing and adaptation to alignment discussed in Section 4.3 are relevant to the design of 

proximity interconnect for origami implants, and the lower power, greater density and 

amenability of capacitively-coupled proximity interconnect to communication-array-embedded 

alignment-sensing make it the preferred choice for this application. 

5.1 Plate and array design 

The proximity interconnect is formed by capacitive coupling between plates in the pad-level 

(topmost) metal layer of the two chips. In order to maximize flexibility, both sides of the link 

implement full receiver and transmitter functionality. However, since only one side of the link 

needs to be able to sense alignment, two different array types, sensor and target, are used. 

Making a distinction between array types confers important advantages: it allows the sensor 

array to be separately optimized from the target array to increase alignment-sensing resolution, 
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and saves power and area by eliminating unneeded sensing circuitry from the target array. No 

significant design time is added, since the target array uses a subset of the sensor array blocks. 

...

...

...

...n plates

n plates

Target 

plate

...

...

...

...

(a) (b)  

Figure 5.1: Top-down view of the sensor array, in (a) best-case (maximum overlap) and (b) 
worst-case (minimum overlap) alignment. Active sensor plates are shaded in green, and the 

associated target plate is outlined 

The sensor array is split up into smaller constituent plates, with �) plates corresponding in 

size to one target plate (Figure 5.1). These smaller plates are joined together in groups, which 

form the basic units of alignment sensing and communication and are analogous to pixels in an 

image sensor. This compound-plate configuration enhances alignment-sensing resolution by 

reducing the effective sensing-unit (‘pixel’) step-size to the dimensions of the smaller plates. The 

smaller step-size is also beneficial during communication, since it increases the overlap area 

between sensor and target in the event the two are misaligned. There are limits, however, to how 

small the constituent plates can be made. As these plates are made smaller, more of them need to 

be connected together to equal the size of the target plate, increasing switch and routing 

capacitance and reducing link gain. Additionally, the gap in-between each sensor plate is 

governed by the minimum pad-level metal spacing allowed in the design rules; smaller constituent 

plates result in more area lost to these gaps, reducing parallel-plate coupling capacitance, an 

effect only partially mitigated by the corresponding increase in fringing capacitance. 
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(a) (b)

Sensor plate

Central sensor plate 
(always connected)

Active group of plates

Active switch

Inactive switch

(c)  

Figure 5.2: Plate and switch configurations for (a) � � 2, (b) � = 3 and (c) � = 4. The 
highlighted group of active sensor plates indicates the worst-case loading condition, where the 

largest number of inactive switches are connected to the active plates 

Assuming that biasing resistance (�tCu`) and transmitter drive resistance (�B�) are 

appropriately sized and the ‘on’ resistance of the switches used to connect the plates is small, link 

gain can be expressed by a capacitive voltage divider, modified from (4.1): 

 �T��B� = �3�3 0 �Æ 0 �`� 0 �� 0 �T�   

where �Æ is the intrinsic parasitic capacitance of the sensor plates to the ground plane, �`� is the 

switch parasitic capacitance, �� is the wiring parasitic capacitance and �T� is the input parasitic 

capacitance of the receiver. The receiver design is not directly affected by the choice of �, so �T� 

can be assumed fixed with respect of �. Switch capacitance can be estimated by: 

 �`� i �@D ∙ ��@D 0 �@ÈÈ ∙ ��@ÈÈ   
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where �@D is the parasitic capacitance of an ‘on’ switch, and �@ÈÈ is that of an ‘off’ switch. Using 

the plate and switch configurations in Figure 5.2, the number of active switches necessary to 

connect �) plates to the central, always-connected plate(s) can be expressed by: 

 ��@D � �) $ 1   

That is, one for every active plate except the central one, which is always connected. The number 

of inactive switches loading the group of plates (��@ÈÈ) is somewhat more difficult to determine, 

since it depends on the exact location of this group within the array. Even considering only the 

worst-case configuration, it is difficult to derive a closed-form expression for ��@ÈÈ across all 

values of �. However, because the routing complexity and number of switches added for � > 4 

rapidly approaches the impractical, it is sufficient to express ��@ÈÈ as a look-up table for � � 4 

(Table 5.1). 

Ë ÌÍÎÏÏ (worst-case) 

1 0 

2 10 

3 16 

4 18 

Table 5.1: Number of inactive switches loading the active group of plates, for various values of � 

Wiring parasitic capacitance can be estimated as: 

 �� i 9��@D 0 ��@ÈÈ: ∙ ��,ADCB�    

where ��,ADCB is the capacitance of a wire running the whole length of the plate group. For 

simplicity, all plate-to-plate wires are assumed to present the same parasitic load. 

The optimal value of � can be selected by running different configurations through a 3D EM 

field solver to extract �3 and �Æ. Results for the dielectric and metal configuration in Figure 5.5, 

with a 12 µm parylene dielectric interposed, �@D � 2 ∙ �@ÈÈ = 1	fF, ��,ADCB = 10	fF and �T� = 5	fF 

are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. Under best-case alignment, increasing � does not cause an 

increase in overlap between the target plate and the groups of sensor plates, so the extra 

parasitics and reduction coupling capacitance results in a direct loss of gain. However, under 
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worst-case alignment conditions, better gain is realized when � � 2, due to the increase in overlap 

between target and sensor. However, no further benefit in either alignment condition is realised 

by increasing � to 3; in fact, the extra parasitic loading results in a decrease in link gain under 

best-case alignment. In order provide reasonable margins for noise and input slicer offset, a link 

gain >0.03 (corresponding to a received signal amplitude >30 mVPP for an input amplitude of 1 

VPP) across a 12 µm parylene dielectric (the thickest tested) was targeted. Therefore, � � 2 and a 

target plate dimension of 60x60 µm were chosen for this design (Figure 5.5). 

 

Figure 5.3: Link gain for different values of �, when plates are in best-case alignment 

 

Figure 5.4: Link gain for different values of �, when plates are in worst-case alignment 
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Figure 5.5: Dielectric and metal layers used to form plate structure, and sensor/target array 
arrangement (target chip outline not shown for clarity) 

In order to ensure a successful connection is made between the two chips, a certain amount of 

overprovisioning is necessary; making the target and sensor arrays larger than the minimum 

necessary increases the likelihood that a sufficient number of plates are coupled strongly enough 

to support the desired data rate, even in the presence of poor alignment. The array adaptation 

logic can select as many of the best-coupled, most efficient sets of plates as necessary to support 

the target data rate, turning off the remaining, less-efficient (or even completely uncoupled) 

plates to save power. To provide further flexibility, the communication link is made bidirectional, 

with either the target or sensor plates capable of operating as the transmitter. 

While selecting � � 2 does improve link gain in the case where the target and sensor plates 

are poorly aligned, a decrease in gain still results (e.g. from about 0.047 to about 0.034 when the 

target plate size is 60x60 µm), which affects the noise margins, power efficiency and maximum 

achievable data rate across the link. If, due to in-plane (x- and/or y-axis) misalignment, all the 

target plates are simultaneously poorly aligned to the sensor array, the array adaptation scheme 

will have no choice but to select poorly-coupled, less efficient links (and more of them) to make 

up the required data rate. This situation can be avoided if the target plates are spaced at a non-
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integer multiple of the sensor plate pitch. Even if the target plates can therefore never all be 

simultaneously perfectly aligned with the sensor, neither can they all be in worst-case alignment, 

providing some flexibility for the adaptation scheme to pick the best-coupled sets of plates. For 

this design, a multiple of 3⅓ is chosen (Figure 5.5). 

An additional concern is crosstalk between adjacent target plates. Although crosstalk in 

capacitive proximity interconnect is less of a concern than in inductive proximity interconnect, it 

can become significant if the target plates are close enough to each other. High communications 

density can be maintained, even in the face of significant potential crosstalk, by using differential 

signalling and careful arrangement of the transmitting plates [10]. However, differential signalling 

has the disadvantage of requiring two, instead of one, set of plates to be well-coupled, 

complicating the alignment problem. The additional energy required for differential signalling is 

also an issue given the power constraints imposed in biomedical implants. Instead, the spacing in-

between target plates is made relatively large in order to prevent crosstalk, which a field-solver 

simulation suggests will be negligible for the configuration used. 
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Figure 5.6: Architecture of the sensor and target cells, with key functional blocks indicated 
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The structure of the target array is relatively straightforward – each target plate is uniquely 

associated with a single target cell, which contains the transmitter and receiver for that plate. On 

the other hand, because the sensor array adds the ability to conduct alignment sensing and each 

sensor cell can associate itself with one of 4 possible groups of 4 sensor plates, sharing these plates 

with its neighbours (control logic ensures that no plate is connected to more than one cell at a 

time), the structure of the sensor cell is somewhat more involved. 

The architecture of individual target and sensor cells is shown in Figure 5.6. The target cell is 

a subset of the sensor cell, and the two share the same transmitter and receiver (composed of a 

low-pass filter and input slicer) designs. For alignment sensing, the sensor cell adds a rectifier, 

differential VCDL and time-to-digital converter (TDC) stage; these components and the 

alignment sensing methodology are discussed in more detail in sub-section 5.2.1, below. 

5.2.1 Alignment sensing 

The dielectric between the two plates is composed of the passivation as well as one or two 

parylene sheets, each 4-6 µm thick, depending on the exact structure of the parylene module. 

Since the distance between the two plates can be relatively large compared to the distance 

between each plate and its corresponding ground plane (Figure 5.5), it is difficult to distinguish 

the capacitance between the sensor and the target plate from that between the sensor and the 

ground plane under the target plate. The ground plane could be moved to a lower level metal 

under the target plate, but the restriction this would place on routing density ultimately makes 

this option unacceptable. Although this prevents the use of techniques that attempt to sense an 

undriven capacitance in order to determine alignment [80], the restrictions that such techniques 

attempt to address (an unpowered target chip) do not apply in this case. Instead, it makes sense 

to use the existing transmitter circuitry in the target cell to drive a stimulus (e.g. an alternating 

sequence) onto the target plate to electronically distinguish it from the ground plane. The 

amplitude of the signal received at the sensor is proportional to the amount of coupling between 

the plates, and can be used to determine the link quality and alignment of the two chips. 

In order for this coupled amplitude to provide useful information for an array adaptation 

scheme, it will have to be digitized. Placing a full ADC under each group of sensor plates is 
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unappealing from a power and area standpoint, especially if all the sensor cell circuitry (switches, 

transmitter, receiver, alignment sensor, digital control) is to fit under a single set of sensor plates 

(a roughly 60x60 µm area). Instead, a distributed approach needs to be taken, where elements or 

stages of the ADC are split up and spread throughout the sensor array. Although this restricts 

the number of groups of sensor plates that can be sensed simultaneously, determining the 

alignment is not a time-sensitive operation and the trade-off to save power and area is an 

acceptable one. 
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Figure 5.7: (a) Standard TDC using a single delay line compared to (b) a vernier TDC. Flip-flops 
act as arbiters, indicating which edge arrives earlier 
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Figure 5.8: Sensor array structure, showing TDC path for alignment sensing at indicated plates 

Thanks to its inherently segmented nature, good resolution characteristics and low power 

consumption, a TDC is an appealing candidate for use as the digitizing element in the alignment 

sensor. The most straightforward version of a TDC uses a delay line with a set of flip-flops 

connected at the output of each delay element (Figure 5.7 (a)). The delay elements are typically 

realized using inverters, so the resolution of such a delay line is, in theory, limited to the shortest 

delay achievable by a single inverter stage. However, this limit is difficult to achieve in practice 
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due to the presence of wiring and device parasitics; additionally, since the converter resolution is 

dependent on the absolute delays of a set of inverters, PVT variation can have a significant effect 

on performance. Most of these problems can be avoided by defining the resolution as the 

difference between delay elements, in a vernier TDC (Figure 5.7 (b)) [99]. Each stage of the TDC 

(set of delay elements and arbiter) can be distributed through the sensor array and connected 

together during alignment sensing to form a complete TDC; in this design, a 7-stage TDC is used 

for 3-bit output (Figure 5.8). 

There still remains the problem of converting the amplitude of the signal coupled from the 

target to the sensor into a delay, which the TDC can use to generate a digital word. The 

amplitude can be converted into a DC level using a rectifier, and this voltage used to bias a 

VCDL to generate the delay. The receiver contains an input slicer, which makes decisions about 

the bit value of the received signal; this same slicer can be used to drive a rectifier (Figure 5.9). 

When the output of the input slicer transitions, the rectifier generates pulses to control switches 

that shunt the high or low levels of the received signal (‘in’) onto the appropriate storage 

capacitor. To ensure that the capacitors capture the correct values, the delay from a transition in 

the received signal to the pulse, and the pulse itself, must be short enough so that the pulse ends 

before a further transition in the received signal: 

 h`¡CcvT 0 h=© 0 h=� � htCB   

To increase timing margin, the target cell transmitter is set to output a low-frequency (quarter-

rate) alternating sequence during alignment sensing. 
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Figure 5.9: Rectifier and associated timing diagram 
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The rectified voltages are used to bias a differential VCDL (Figure 5.10). The bias voltage 

adjusts the pull-down strength of an inverter in each unit cell; higher voltages result in stronger 

pull-down and, because the TDC stimulus is a rising edge, less delay. The link quality is assessed 

by comparing the TDC output code against a look-up table of supported data rates; similarly, 

alignment is determined by comparing the TDC output against results from the field solver 

simulation. As a result, the linearity of the ADC formed by the VCDL and TDC (whether INL or 

DNL) is a secondary concern compared to its total error, the deviation of the ADC’s actual 

conversion characteristic away from that expected. Simulations of the implemented design suggest 

that offset is the most significant effect contributing to the total error, and this is corrected via 

variable-threshold buffers at the output of the VCDL. The threshold of these buffers is varied by 

digitally adjusting their pull-up strength, in thermometer-coded fashion to ensure monotonicity. 

Higher pull-up strength results in a higher threshold voltage, delaying the corresponding VCDL 

output edge to compensate for offset in either the VCDL itself or the following TDC. The amount 

of correction is determined by observing the zeroth TDC bit, which is the output of an arbiter 

connected directly to the VCDL, prior to any TDC delay elements. 
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Figure 5.10: (a) Differential voltage-controlled delay line with variable-threshold output buffer 
and (b) variable-delay inverter used in VCDL unit cell 
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Figure 5.11: TDC delay cell and arbiter 

The TDC arbiter is an SR-latch, selected for the symmetric loading characteristics it presents 

on its inputs. The delay element is constructed from a matched set of inverters on both the S and 

R paths, with a metal capacitor added to the S path so that �- > �) (Figure 5.11). Assuming that 

the inverters in the two signal paths can be made to match reasonably well, the linearity of the 

TDC is controlled primarily by the value of this capacitor. For this reason, the lower variability 

of a metal capacitor is appealing; its lower density (compared to a diffusion or MOS capacitor) is 

not a major concern, since only a small (several fF) capacitance is required. 

Vertical (z-axis) separation between the sensor and target arrays can be measured directly 

from the corresponding sensor cell’s TDC output. The amount of coupling capacitance is inversely 

proportional to the distance between the sensor and target plates - when they are close to each 

other, coupling is high and the amplitude of the coupled signal is large, conversely, plates far 

apart will be poorly coupled and the amplitude will be small. The inverse relationship means that 

the conversion from physical separation to coupling amplitude (therefore, TDC output word) is 

non-linear. As a result, alignment sensor resolution is better when the two chips are close to each 

other, and degrades as they get further apart. This non-linearity is particularly pronounced when 

there is no parylene dielectric between the two chips (Figure 5.12); adding parylene in-between 

them limits the maximum coupling capacitance achievable, and linearizes the results somewhat 

(Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5.12: Target-to-sensor link gain vs. air gap, using � � 2, target plate size of 60x60 µm and 
no parylene 

 

Figure 5.13: Target-to-sensor link gain vs. air gap, using � � 2, target plate size of 60x60 µm and 
12 µm parylene 
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Figure 5.14: Two adjacent groups of sensor plates used for x-axis alignment sensing. 0 � � � 1; 
when � � 0, target plate is all the way to the left (completely over �-). Likewise, when � � 1, 

target plate is completely over �) 
Determining in-plane (x- and y-axis) alignment is somewhat more involved. The output of a 

single group of sensor plates is insufficient to determine the in-plane alignment of the associated 

target cell. Instead, readings from two adjacent groups of sensor plates are used (Figure 5.14). 

Ignoring fringing fields, the voltage seen at each group of plates is: 

 �-�B� � Ò ∙ �3 ∙ �Ò ∙ �3 ∙ � 0 �© , �)�B� � Ò ∙ �391 $ �:Ò ∙ �391 $ �: 0 �©   

where �3 is the amount of coupling capacitance between the target plate and a group of sensor 

plates in perfect alignment (no air gap, target plate directly on top of sensor plates), Ò is a de-

rating factor to account for vertical separation between the plates and �© is the parasitic ground 

capacitance seen at each group of plates. Taking the ratio of the two expressions yields: 

 �-�) � Ò ∙ �3 ∙ �Ò ∙ �391 $ �: ∙ Ò ∙ �391 $ �: 0 �©Ò ∙ �3 ∙ � 0 �©    

Assuming �© ≫ Ò ∙ �3 (a reasonable assumption, since, as seen in section 5.1, link gains are 

typically ≪ 1), this simplifies to: 

 �-�) � �1 $ �   

Re-arranging to find �: 

 � � �-�- 0 �)   

This can be converted into an offset from the midpoint between the two groups of plates: 
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 [ � � ∙ [BuT©vB ∙ �   

where [BuT©vB is the side-length of the target plate and � is a scaling factor applied to correct for 

the effect of fringing fields, which was ignored in the derivation above. Simulating this using the 

implemented geometries (target and sensor plates in the top-level metal, with [BuT©vB � 60	μm 

and � = 1.19) yields the results shown in Figure 5.15. 

 

Figure 5.15: In-plane alignment estimation, using simulation results with various dielectrics 
between the two chips 

The results shown here use the analog value of the coupled signal amplitude to calculate the 

displacement, and do not account for the effect of quantization due to the VCDL/TDC-based 

ADC. Additionally, despite the introduction of �, the effect of fringing fields is non-linear and is 

not completely corrected for. As a result, a small amount of non-linearity remains when the target 

plate displacement is near 0 and 60 µm. Note, however, that when the target plate displacement 

is at these extremes, the alignment sensor can simply switch to the set of sensor plates adjacent 

to those used to generate �- and �). Since the target plate will be nearer the middle of the 

measurement range for these plates, the non-linearity is, for practical purposes, not a concern. 
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5.2.2 Transmitter and receiver 

 

Figure 5.16: Equivalent circuit of the capacitive link, with switch parasitics (�`� and �`�) 
introduced. �tCu` is assumed to be very large, and is omitted 

In order to select the correct group of 4 plates, the sensor cell contains a bank of 8 switches 

(connected to the plates as indicated in Figure 5.2(a)). The resistance of these switches (Figure 

5.16) adds a third pole to the link transfer function, in addition to the two already identified in 

(4.8): 

 ;=,`� i �Æ) 0 �T� 0 �� 0 �`��`� %�Æ) 0 �`�2 ( %�T� 0 �� 0 �`�2 (   

where �`� is the equivalent resistance of all 3 active switches. Since the switches are in parallel 

with each other, �`� is one-third the on resistance of a single switch. To account for this extra 

pole, the switches will simply need to be sized large enough (equivalently, �`� made small 

enough) so that ;=,`� is much higher than the Nyquist frequency of the highest data rate to be 

supported. For this design, with data rates < 100 Mbps and Nyquist frequency < 50 MHz, this is 

easily achievable; assuming �Æ) i 80	fF, �`� i 16	fF, �T� i 5	fF and �� i 40	fF, then �`� � 90	kΩ 

– even minimum-size, regular threshold voltage, 65 nm PMOS devices exceed this requirement 

comfortably. 

The input buffer, transmitter and receiver designs are used in both the sensor and target 

cells. The transmitter is a tri-state buffer modified with a leakage path (Figure 5.17). Low-leakage 

standard threshold voltage, low-power (SVTLP) devices are used in the output path to reduce 

leakage power, while higher-leakage low threshold voltage, general-purpose (LVTGP) devices are 

used to define the source-follower input bias, in a manner similar to that described in Figure 4.5. 
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A leakage cut-off device is used to shut the leakage path down when the transmitter is active, to 

prevent unnecessary added power consumption and static current draw.  
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Figure 5.17: Tri-state buffer-based transmitter, with leakage path to define plate bias voltage 
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Figure 5.18: Source-follower buffer with gateable Wilson current mirror bias 

The source-follower input buffers isolate the plates from the rest of the cell circuitry in order 

to minimize parasitic loading of the capacitive link (Figure 5.18), and drive two distinct signal 

paths – the first contains no filtering, and is used by both the input slicer and the rectifier. The 

second path contains a LPF, which generates a reference voltage for the input slicer. The bias 
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points of these two paths need to match well in order to ensure that the LPF generates an 

accurate reference voltage. Variation in the bias point is minimized through the use of long-

channel devices and a Wilson current mirror to boost output resistance. The current mirror is 

designed to shut off when the buffer is idle (e.g. the cell is completely off or is acting as a 

transmitter) to save power. 

In order to generate a stable reference voltage for the input slicer, the LPF has to have a cut-

off frequency below the fundamental of the longest expected data sequence. For example, if the 

link is to be tested with a PRBS: 

 Q¡=È � QpuBu£7&Öa   

where QpuBu is the data rate and £7&Öa is the PRBS length. Based on this equation, if the link was 

designed to handle a PRBS-7 at data rates as low as 20 Mbps, Q¡=È � 156	kHz. Such low cut-off 

frequencies are difficult to achieve using purely passive elements in a reasonable amount of space 

on-chip. At the same time, the filter needs to accept an input signal at the data rate, so using a 

purely switched-capacitor approach would require a high switching frequency, wasting power. 

Instead, a hybrid multi-stage LPF is used (Figure 5.19). The first stage is a simple 1st-order RC 

filter with a relatively high cut-off frequency; the following switched-capacitor stages step down in 

cut-off frequency until Q¡=È = 130	kHz. In order to save power and area, buffers between the 

various stages of the filter are omitted; the inaccuracies introduced by this omission are mitigated 

by the fact that the input capacitors of the two switched-capacitor stages are much smaller than 

the output capacitors of the preceding stage. In any case, the desired output is a simple DC bias, 

so any distortion resulting from the lack of stage-to-stage isolation is tolerable. 

24 fF400 fF

Vin Vout

6 x 24 fF 52.4 fF
3 x 

52.4 fF

36.4 kΩ 

Φ1/40 MHz Φ2/40 MHz Φ2/2.5 MHzΦ1/2.5 MHz
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Figure 5.19: 3-stage hybrid low-pass filter 
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Figure 5.20: Input slicer and offset compensation (SR latch not shown). ‘Reset’ zeroes the offset 
compensation capacitor and ‘oc_en’ is asserted during offset compensation calibration 

The input slicer is a strongARM latch used as a comparator (Figure 5.20), followed by an SR 

latch. Data rates < 100 Mbps are targeted, with signal amplitudes as low as 30 mVPP in the 

event that alignment between the plates is poor. The low data rates allow the slicer plenty of 

time to evaluate small incoming signals, but any input offset could result in an erroneous 

decision. As a result, some form of offset compensation is an important part of the input slicer 

design. A 200-run Monte Carlo simulation of the input slicer suggests that the offset has × i15.4	mV (Figure 5.21(a)), so correcting up to 3× offset would require the offset compensation to 

have a range of approximately ±50	mV. In order to provide this range with < 5 mV resolution 

within a limited power and area budget, charge pump-based offset compensation is added in 

series with the threshold-generating LPF. Leakage is reduced through the use of a thick-oxide 

storage capacitor, triple-well devices to eliminate diode leakage through the switches, and the 

provision of a low-resistance path to shunt leakage from the charge pump switches away from the 

storage capacitor. These measures limit charge pump leakage to about 1 mV/ms in the FF 

corner. The storage capacitor does still require a periodic refresh of its stored voltage, which can 

be done when the link is taken down to re-acquire chip-to-chip alignment. Monte Carlo 

simulation of the compensated input slicer suggests that the offset compensation is successfully 

meeting its 5 mV residual offset target, with maximum observed post-compensation offset of 

about 3.5 mV over 200 runs (Figure 5.21(b)). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.21: Input slicer offset estimated across 200 Monte Carlo simulation runs, (a) before and 
(b) after offset compensation 

5.3 Hardware measurements 

 

Figure 5.22: Die micrograph, with sensor and target arrays marked 
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Figure 5.23: Sensor and target cell layout detail 

Both a 6x4 cell (13x9 plate) sensor and 4x3 cell target array were implemented in the same 65 nm 

bulk CMOS test chip design (Figure 5.22). As described in section 5.1, target plate size is 60x60 

µm; to accommodate � � 2 and a minimum pad-level metal spacing of 2 µm, sensor plates 

measure 29x29 µm. The sensor cell circuitry and associated test logic are designed to fit under a 

2x2 set of sensor plates (total area of 62x62 µm) and connect by abutment to form the complete 

sensor array (Figure 5.23). The target cell electronics are likewise designed to fit under a single 

target plate; because the spacing between target plates is much larger than that between sensor 

plates (Figure 5.5), the target cells do not connect by abutment. 
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Figure 5.24: Test setup. Inset: Detail of chips when brought into alignment 

The test setup (Figure 5.24) consists of two test chips mounted on small daughterboard PCBs 

using chip-on-board assembly. The daughterboards are used to provide sufficient clearance for 

access to connectors on the main PCB assembly, as well as to ease test chip replacement. The 

target chip mainboard is mounted on a 5-axis micropositioner, used to planarize the two chips in 

the θx- and θy-axes. Displacement of the two chips in the x-, y- and z-axes was controlled by 

means of the 5-axis micropositioner connected to the target board, as well as a 3-axis 

micropositioner connected to the sensor board. The θz-axis was left uncorrected due to limitations 

in the equipment available; this was mitigated by during assembly, by careful alignment of the 

chips against guides on the daughterboard. Initial alignment of the two chips was conducted 

visually using a microscope, with the alignment-sensing function of the sensor array used to 

correct any remaining alignment error. Slight over-torque was applied in order to cause the sensor 

and target boards to flex against each other and minimize the size of any air gaps between the 

chips or in the parylene dielectric (if present). Tests were conducted with different thicknesses of 

parylene (4, 5, 6, 2x4, 2x5 and 2x6 µm, with +/- 0.5 µm tolerance per sheet) by placing a single 

sheet of parylene over the plate arrays on the sensor chip and fixing it to the daughterboard. A 

second sheet was added to the target board/chip as necessary. 
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The VCDL/TDC-based ADC was tested independently by setting the VCDL bias voltages 

through override pads, bypassing the input slicer and rectifier. To measure the effects of offset 

compensation, the transfer characteristic was measured both before and after the variable-

threshold VCDL output buffers (Figure 5.10) were adjusted to minimize offset. An example of the 

effect of offset compensation is shown, for a single sensor cell, in Figure 5.25. Results were 

collected across all 24 sensor cells in 6 different chips (Figure 5.26), with an improvement in RMS 

offset error from 1.04 LSB to 0.38 LSB, and a corresponding improvement in RMS total error 

from 1.54 LSB to 0.97 LSB. 

 

Figure 5.25: Effect of offset compensation on a single sensor cell's VCDL/TDC-based ADC 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.26: The effect of VCDL/TDC offset compensation on (a) offset error and (b) total error, 
measured over 144 sensor cells across 6 chips 

Figure 5.27: Alignment sensor output under vertical (z-axis) separation 

Vertical (z-axis) alignment sensitivity was tested at the thicknesses of parylene listed above, 

as well as with an air-only dielectric (Figure 5.27). Readings for micropositioner offsets less than 

about 5 µm experience some non-linearity due to the over-torque applied to the chips, and 

coupling capacitances with the air-only and thinner (4 and 5 µm) parylene dielectrics experience 

strong enough coupling that the alignment sensor output saturates. Despite these non-idealities, it 

is clear from the vertical alignment tests that the sensor is performing largely as expected. When 

coupling is very strong (e.g. in the case of an air-only dielectric), the inverse dependence of 
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coupling strength on vertical separation results in a non-linear sensor output characteristic, 

essentially hyperbolic except where the sensor saturates. The introduction of a parylene dielectric 

limits coupling strength and effectively linearizes the sensor, but can result in significant 

degradation in sensitivity; sensor resolution is as poor as 4 µm/LSB in the worst case, when a 2x6 

µm parylene dielectric is used. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.28: Comparison of measured and simulated (quantized and unquantized) in-plane (x- 
and y-axis) alignment sensing, with (a) air-only and (b) 2x6 µm parylene dielectrics 

In theory, in-plane (x- and y-axis) alignment measurements should be insensitive to the 

presence of thicker parylene dielectrics, since they depend on a ratio between adjacent sensor 

outputs (Figure 5.14), both of which are equally affected by the reduction in coupling. In 

practice, because of the limited resolution of the ADC used, the reduction in coupling means a 

loss in alignment sensor resolution. For example, the simulation results of Figure 5.15, which was 

generated using analog output values, can be quantized using an ideal 3-bit ADC and compared 

with the measured results at the two extremes tested: with an air-only dielectric and 2x6 µm 

parylene dielectric (Figure 5.28). Resolution with no parylene and strong coupling is about 4 µm, 

degrading to 19 µm when the thickest parylene dielectric is used and coupling is at its weakest. 

Results for the other thicknesses tested are presented in Figure 5.29, and show a similar trend of 

reduction in alignment resolution as the parylene thickness is increased (Figure 5.30); some 

discontinuity in the trend for 4 and 5 µm parylene thicknesses is likely a result of residual ADC 

error after offset compensation, especially because these results were collected using different 

sensor cells in different chips. 
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Figure 5.29: Alignment sensor output under in-plane (x- and y-axis) misalignment, for 4, 5, 6, 2x4 
and 2x5 µm parylene dielectrics  

 

Figure 5.30: Achieved in-plane alignment sensor resolution vs. parylene dielectric thickness 

When properly aligned, communication over all 12 available channels was demonstrated, at 
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data rate of about 59.7 Mbps/channel, or 716 Mbps over all 12 channels. Maximum achievable 

data rate is dependent on the amount of coupling between target and sensor plates, and was 

measured across all available thicknesses of parylene (Figure 5.31). 

Performance of the capacitive proximity interconnect is summarized in Table 5.2. This design 

achieves a power consumption figure-of-merit of 0.180 pJ/bit, competitive with the best-reported 

capacitive [100] and inductive [101] proximity interconnects to date, both of which achieve 0.14 

pJ/bit, but do not include alignment sensing capability and are unidirectional, able to 

communicate only in a single direction from one chip to the other. Power consumed when the 

chips are used in alignment-sensing mode is minimal – only 6.4 µW higher than idle power. The 

bulk of idle power consumption (about 16 µW in each chip) is the global current tree, which is 

always active. 

 

Process 65 nm bulk CMOS 

Die Size 1.6 mm x 2.4 mm 

Sensor Array Size 401 µm x 277 µm 

Target Array Size 370 µm x 267 µm 

Data Rate 12 x 60 Mbps 

Transmitter & Input Buffer Supply 1.0 V 

Slicer, Rectifier, VCDL & TDC Supply 0.7 V 

Power Dissipation (Sensor + Target) 

Transceiver @ 12 x 60 Mbps 100.9 µW + 27.7 µW 

Alignment Sensor 23.1 µW + 20.2 µW 

Idle 18.0 µW + 18.9 µW 

Figures-of-Merit 

Power 0.180 pJ/bit 

Area (based on sensor array size) 6446 Mbps/mm2 

Table 5.2: Performance summary, 12 x 60 Mbps capacitive proximity interconnect with embedded 
alignment sensor 
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Figure 5.31: Maximum data rates achievable (BER < 10-9) under best-case alignment, for various 
thickness of parylene dielectric 

5.4 Summary 

By integrating implant electronics onto a foldable parylene structure, the origami approach to 

design gives engineers a tool for overcoming the size, power and cost constraints typically faced 

when building a biomedical implant. With proper design, origami implants can even be used to 

realize mechanically useful shapes, thereby enhancing implant performance or providing new 

capabilities. Moving forward, the origami design style can also be extended to encompass a 

modular approach to implant design that envisions the development a library of standard 

functional blocks built using ICs in parylene, which can be assembled on-demand for custom 

implants.  

A vital component of this vision is a wireless link that allows the various ICs in an origami 

implant to communicate with each other reliably and efficiently. A capacitive proximity 

interconnect for this purpose has been developed and fabricated in 65 nm CMOS. It contains an 

embedded alignment sensor, which allows link quality to be assessed and the array adapted so 

that only the best-coupled (and therefore most power efficient) links are used whenever possible. 

This ensures robustness and reliability in the face of misalignment due to fabrication tolerances, 
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patient movement or other perturbations. By obviating the need for a separate alignment sensor, 

the embedded sensor saves area and simplifies the array adaptation logic.  

The alignment sensor uses a rectifier that is controlled by the receiver’s input slicer; this re-

use of existing hardware makes the design more compact and reduces leakage power. To further 

save area and power, the sensor’s ADC is formed from a TDC that is distributed across the 

transceiver array. Transceiver itself has been optimized for power-efficient communication at the 

upper end of typical biomedical data rates, in the 10-60 Mbps range, and this has been 

demonstrated through dielectrics as thick as 12 µm of parylene-C with a power consumption of 

0.180 pJ/bit. 
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Driven by the performance, power and size benefits derived from CMOS scaling, integrated 

electronics have found themselves pushing the envelopes not only of raw performance, but also 

ubiquity. As more and more performance and features are demanded of ICs in both the high and 

low extremes of the power, performance and size spectra, traditional approaches to the challenges 

of chip-to-chip interconnect have rapidly run of out of steam. In the high-performance space, 

channel loss and distortion, headroom constraints, process variability and power consumption 

concerns have made conventional, analog-heavy designs unacceptably costly. On the other 

extreme, emerging applications such as biomedical implants and ubiquitous computing frequently 

require communication in environments less controlled and more hostile than traditional chip-to-

chip interconnect design is suited for. Constraints on power and size drive innovative approaches 

to problems of reliability and robustness in such unconventional settings. Designs at both ends of 

the spectrum draw from a common pool of ideas and philosophies in order to address the 

challenges described above. Among these: 

1. A heavy reliance on digital control and processing, leveraging the ever-diminishing 

marginal cost of transistors used as digital switches to overcome (or even entirely avoid) 

the high variability and area/power overheads of analog devices in highly-scaled CMOS. 

2. Time-sharing of hardware across multiple data pins, thus minimizing the amount of idle 

hardware at any given time (conversely, this could be seen as maximizing the utilization 

of existing hardware), saving area and reducing leakage power, at some cost in 

performance. 

3. Sharing hardware between different functional blocks within a single data pin, such as 

between CDR and adaptive equalizer, or between receiver and alignment sensor, also to 

reduce area and leakage. 
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4. Adaptive hardware, which is aware of required performance, senses actual link conditions 

and modifies the link(s) accordingly, to maximize power efficiency. 

The ping-pong CDR uses an all-digital approach to capture the eye and determine the 

optimal data clock phase, thus avoiding the analog-heavy nature of the PLL/DLL-based designs 

traditionally required to realize infinite delay-range capability. A multi-pin extension of the 

algorithm shows how clocking and control hardware can be successfully shared between data pins 

in order to reduce power and area, albeit reducing the CDR bandwidth. The eye-monitor data 

produced by the CDR is useful for equalizer adaptation as well, and the adaptation algorithm 

presented describes how it can be used as such with minimal hardware overhead. The 

implemented multi-pin system is able to communicate at data rates between 3x6 Gb/s and 3x9 

Gb/s, with power efficiency as good as 2.5 pJ/b, in 90 nm bulk CMOS. 

The increasingly lossy nature of on-chip wires makes for a challenging link environment that 

encourages the adoption of synchronization and equalization techniques previously used only for 

board-level or longer interconnect. The all-digital nature of ping-pong CDR, its heavy reliance on 

synthesized, standard-cell-based control blocks, its amenability to sharing across multiple data 

pins, and its ability to perform both synchronization and equalization adaptation functions in the 

same set of hardware, particularly in the context of non-traditional DFE types such as IIR-DFE, 

make it a prime candidate for use in long-distance on-chip interconnect. Future work on the ping-

pong CDR should develop these desirable characteristics, especially for large multi-core ICs, 

which increasingly rely on long on-chip wires to realize high-speed, low-latency communication for 

performance-critical functions such as cache coherency. 

The capacitive proximity interconnect is a key enabler in the design of origami biomedical 

implants, which will allow inexpensive, modular 3D integration of implant electronics in 

mechanically useful shapes. To be successfully used in this context, the proximity interconnect 

needs to be extremely power-efficient, yet also able to sense its alignment and adapt accordingly. 

This is achieved by embedding an alignment sensor directly into the communication array, 

allowing straightforward determination of link coupling without resorting to complex look-up 

tables and/or inference calculations. To save power, a largely digital, TDC-based approach is 

used for the digitization of alignment information, and the TDC itself is distributed across 
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(shared between) array elements for compactness. Receiver and alignment sensor share much the 

same hardware (input buffers, low-pass filter and slicer), also to address concerns of size and 

leakage. The proximity interconnect was fabricated in 65 nm CMOS and tested with parylene 

dielectrics from 4 – 12 µm thickness. Data rates as high as 12x60 Mbps were achieved, with power 

efficiency up to 0.18 pJ/b. With the thickest (12 µm) parylene dielectric, alignment resolution 

was measured to be 4 µm in the z-axis and 19 µm in the x- and y-axes. 

The concept of origami biomedical implants is one very much in its infancy, and much 

development work remains on the physical configuration of the folding and latching as well as the 

electronics to support it. For example, the most efficient way to wirelessly deliver power to such 

an implant, and then transmit it from module to module within the implant, is still an open 

question. Another worthy topic of investigation is the use of inductive, rather than capacitive, 

proximity interconnect, to take advantage of its better tolerance of misalignment between chips. 

The relatively poor power efficiency of inductive proximity interconnect is a challenge that will 

need to be tackled, as is the question of how to use it to conduct alignment sensing, which has 

not been done to date. Given the different power and range characteristics displayed by 

capacitive and inductive forms of proximity communication, it is possible (even likely) that some 

combination of the two styles is the optimal design approach – leveraging the better range of 

inductive coupling when two communicating chips cannot be placed face-to-face and need to be 

further apart, and using capacitive coupling where alignment is better controlled in order to save 

power. Consideration should also be given to the substrate used to fabricate the plates or coils 

used in the proximity interconnect. Integrating them onto the IC itself is appealing because it 

reduces pad count, limits parasitic loading and makes the system more compact, but the size of 

the plates or coils is limited by the relative expense of on-chip area, and they are subject to a 

thicker dielectric stack (parylene and chip passivation). If a smaller number of 

capacitive/inductive elements is required, integrating the plates/coils into the parylene itself 

might be desirable. 
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List of Abbreviations 

ADC Analog-to-digital converter 

AMD Age-related macular degeneration 

AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise 

BER Bit error rate 

CDR Clock-data recovery (system) 

CID Consecutive identical digits 

CMOS Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 

CPU Central processing unit 

DCDL Digitally-controlled delay line 

DCO Digitally-controlled oscillator 

DFE Decision-feedback equalizer 

DLL Delay-locked loop 

DNL Differential non-linearity 

DRAM Dynamic random-access memory 

DVFS Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 

Gb/s Gigabit-per-second 

GPU Graphics processing unit 

HDL Hardware description language 

HPC High-performance computing 

IC Integrated circuit 

I/O Input/output 

INL Integral non-linearity 

LPF Low-pass filter 

PCB Printed circuit board 

pJ/b Picojoule-per-bit, a measure of link energy efficiency 
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PLL Phase-locked loop 

PRBS Pseudo-random bit sequence (usually appended with a number indicating its 

length; for example, a PRBS-7 is 27-1 = 127 bits long) 

PVT Process, voltage, temperature 

RP Retinitis pigmentosa 

SJ Sinusoidal jitter 

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 

SoC System-on-chip 

SS-LMS Sign-sign least-mean-squares 

TDC Time-to-digital converter 

PVT Process, voltage and temperature 

UI Unit interval (one bit-time in a serial data stream) 

VCDL Voltage-controlled delay line 

VCO Voltage-controlled oscillator 
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